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Special Awards AilDOlLllced
Six members of the UNM
community will receive special
honors at the May 17 commencement exercises at '7;30 p.m. in
Johnson Gym.
Receiving the UNM Regent's
Recognition medal will be
Professor Emeritus Vincent C.
Kelley and Albuquerque surgeon
Lawrence Wilkinson.
Meritorious service medals will
presented to Bill Bowen, special
activity coordinator for the UNM
Physical Plant; Tow Diehm,
athletic trainer and Drs. R. Philip
Eaton and William J. Spencer,
'{'ioneers in the development of an
artificial pancreas for diabetis.
The six were selected by a
committee composed of UNM
Regents, administrators, faculty
and students.
Kelley joined the UNM geology
department in 193 7 and was
department chairman from 1962

until 1970. He is a fellow of the
Geological Society of America. The
letter nominating him for the
Regents' medal said Kelley's
''reseach ha~ spanned all a~pects of
geology across three continents. He
has a distinguL~hed publication
record.)'
Wilkinson was a leader in efforts
to found the UNM School of
Medicine while serving as a Regent
in the 1960s. H c is a clinical
professor of surgery at the medical
school and a past president of the
Southwestern Surgkal Congress.
He received the UNM Alumni
Association's Rodey Award last
year.

In addition to receiving the
award at the May 17
Commencement, Bowen will
oversee all arrangements for the
ceremony. A former campus police
officer, he has sfaged fiesta,,
academic processions, rock con~ervice

certs and dozens of other spcdal
events on campus.
Diehm has not only cared for
thousands of UNM athletes but has
trained most of those now filling
athletic
trainer
posit ions
throughout the country. He has
been at UNM for nearly 25 years
and is acknowledged as the nation's
premier a thlctk trainer.
Eaton is a professor of medicine:
at the UNM School of Medicine.
Spencer, n rescan:h professor of
medicine, recently left Sandia
National l.abmatorics to take u
position with IBM. The two are
leaders of a five-year pmjcct to
develop an insulin pump now being
tc>ted on diabetic paticnh. Tlw
pump is implanted in the ahdorncn
tUtti can be programmed to deliver a
small, steady dos<' of in'>ulin
supplemented -by cxtm insulin when
meals are being digc;;tcd.

Percentage Passing Bar Drops
Even on 'More Equitable' Exam
"normal" bar pass-rate is between
65 to 70 percent. Gorman said he
Fifty-six percent of the 138 law had understood that bar exan1iners
students who took the state bar were ~mpposed to make the exam
examination in February passed it, "more equitable to minorities" but
marking a new low point for the that this year's poor results negated
any such improvement,
New Mexico bar exam.
Robert Desiderio, dean of the
Statistics released by Rosemary
Alderete, cler.k far the state UNM School of Law, said changes
Supreme Court in Sant<t Fe, in- in the bar exam are impossible and
dicated that the 56 percent pass-rate the exam had not been altered. As
is the lowest in New Mexico's to the reason's behind this year's
low scores, "no one can give an
history.
answer,'' he said.
Alderete compared the figure to a
Allen Dewey, a local attorney
60 percent pass-rate for February and member of the New Mexico
1980 and 82 percent for July 1919.
Board of Bar Examiners, said the
Forty"five UNM graduates February bar exam had undergone
completed the exam at a 64 percent at least one change in format. Due
pass-rate far first-timers and 29 to a thorough review of the state
percent far repeaters.
bar examination in the past year,
Robert Gorman, president of the the number of essay questions on
Mexican American Law Students the exatn was reduced from 24 to
Association at UNM, said the 18, he said.

Tamara Detrick

~==I:

Job Markets Different
For Different Degrees
Kim Pickle
Another round of students will
take their final steps to receive their
hard-earned degrees at the close of
this semester. And another round
of students will be hitting the job
market head-on to reap the rewards
that their chosen fields may
promise.
Statistics show that almost a
million college students nationwide
will graduate this year but competition in the working world is
stiff. There are more students
earning degrees than the job market
can handle.

FRESH SQUEEZED
ORANGE JUICE
everyday at the

What does a degree from UNM
mean to students here? That they
are four years (maybe more years)
smarter? Or that they have sue•
cessfully hidden themselves from
the real working world and all its
demands by dragging out their
education? Well, to a majority of
graduating students, a degree
means a guaranteed job with a good
salary behind it.

Home of the Latest in Broiled Foods and the
Homemade Sweetroll
2400 Central SE- 266-0550-7 a.m. -12 p.m. Daily
across from Johnson Gym

PRICES: 9 oz. 45¢ .. 12 oz. 60¢ -18 oz. 85¢- qt. $1.49 . .

Y2 gal. $2.95
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squeezed orange juice
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According to Ken Freberg, a
career advisor for seniors, there is
some hope for students receiving
their degrees this year. l-Ie said
there are limited opportunities in
the liberal arts but in our
technologically·orientated society
there is a large demand for
engineering and hard science
(chemistry, math, physics, etc.)
students,
Major companies across the
nation are recruiting degree·holding
· students through the career
11lacement service here at UNM.

One student received ten job offers
in electrical engineering and other
students with degrees in sd~nce
have received two or three job
offers each in their chosen fields.
Business administration also
offers a great number of jobs to
students graduating this spring.
Freberg said, "13usiness is a very
popular choice among UNM
students, as it holds a very good
reputation for goad paying jabs
which are in big demand." Josh
Harris, a business major who has
worked four years to earn a degree,
said he is very excited to graduate
and has high hopes of getting a
goad job. "J'm anxious to finish
school and get started on my
career.'' he said.
Freberg said there is also an
average demand for elementary and
high school teachers, particularly in
rural areas.
Clara Espinoza, an elementary
education major plans to attend
graduate school and earn a master's
degree in special education. She
said she enjoyed the four years she
attended UNM and is excited about
graduating. ''School meant security
for me, now 1 have to prove to
myself that I can apply what I have
learned and succeed in the world,"
Espinoza said.
Whether a good paying job is at
the end of the rainbow or not,
students still continue to struggle
through a college education. What
ever direction a student chooses to
follow upon receiving his degree
may be left up to himself to decide,
if the job market demand is in his
favor,

The bar examination review wa;
>pearheaded by Dr. Steven Klein,
consultant to the California Board
of Bar Examiners and the National
C' onference of Bar Examiners.
Dewey said that prior to the year-long study of the bar examination,
attempts were made in grading
procedures to "err on the side of
leniency,"
Klein's study and the exam's
subsequent changes, however, gave
the board "confidence in the test
itself," he said. Also, the essay
questions were graded on a 0 to 5
point system instead of the old 0 to
100 point system.
Any changes were not aimed at
any particular minority group, he
said. "We've always felt that the
examination was equally fair or
unfair to any group, no matter how
you define it," he said,

Graduation Speaker N an1ed
The outgoing president of Ohio
State University, Harold L,
Enarson, will deliver the 1981 UNM
Commencement address May 17.
Enarson will also receive an
honorary doctor of humane letters
degree during the commencement
ceremony, scheduled to begin at
7:30p.m. in Johnson Gym.
Enarson earned a bachelor's
degree at UNM in 1940 and served
the university as vice president from
1960 to 1966. He plans to resign as

The Daily Lobo will
publish one more issue
this semester. This final
issue \Vill appear ~fon

clav. ' Mav. 11.
The Daily Lobo will
stop publication after
May 11 and will resumt>

president of Ohio State this
summer.
Enarson is the current president
of the National Association of State
Universities and Land Grant
Colleges, a director of the
American Council on Education
and of the American College
Testing Program, as well as a
member of the National Council on
Educational Research.
Also receiving honorary degrees
will be Caswell Silver of Denver and
Douglas W. Schwartz of Santa Fe.

weekly
(Thursdays)
summer publication as
of June 11.
The editorial staff of
the Daily Lobo wishes
ewrymw good lnck on
their finals,

Silver is board chairman of
Sundance Oil Co. l-Ie holds two
geology degrees from UNM and is a
recognized authority on oll and gas
exploration. He was among the first
investigators of the San Juan Basin
in the 1940s and more recently
pioneered in the Canadian oil
fields. He is a co-founder and past
president of the New Mexico
Geologica.! Society an.d has
published 13 scholarly papers. He
will receive an honorary doctor of
science degree.
Schwartz, president of the School
of American Research, will receive
an honorary doctor of letters
degree. A Yale·educated anthro!pologist, Schwartz also is an
author, editor and filmmaker.
Schwartz ha~ written, "Ir we are
to determine how the peoples of the
world can establish stable and
harmonious relationships, adjust to
the reality of shrinking natural
resources, and allow for the full
achievement of human potential,
the pursuit of scientific un·
derstanding must continue. This
pursuit is a bask motivation of the
School of American Research," a
center for advanced study in anthropology.
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Stock Market
Report
~II·W YORK-·· Stocks, stung
hv r~stt i101iv~ Federal Reserve
p;>lides and surging interest
rate,, fell for the sixth straight
se"1on ., ucsday although some
late buying trimmed the deficit.
I rading wa<> moderately active.
The Dow Jone'> indumial
;1vcrage, which fell 16.4H points
Monday, drop{lCd 6.67 t(l
972.44, bringing. its 'iix-day total
ucdine to 51.61 point;. It had
been down nearly 10 points at
midaftcrm>on.
The Fed jolted the invc>tmcnt
•community. hy rai'>ing. the
di,munt rate it charge<> member
hank'> for loam. late Monday to
a record 14 pcr~cnt from l3

pcn.cnt.

·r he nati<m's major banh
earlier Monday raised the prime
kmhn!! rate they charge top·
rated eorp<lntte t'U'ito!IICT'i a
point to 1'J per,·cnt, lc" than a
\\Ct'k altc1 tlwy raised the rate a
hall point to l K percent.
llw
:-,,~v,
York Stoch
l \chali?C indc\ in··.t 0.22 tn
""1\ . .lti anti the prkc til an a\'ct·a~.e
. ban:

,_h.•i:f:.\t"",t'd

Io

~!..'111 '•.

' llc·,liHe•. willed ad>;lllt:C'• 1,11 ':'·
allhHW tht' t.~J29
llc!(kd at -I !L!II l D l.

.:t:;,:

~------------------------1
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2400 Central SE I

by United Press International

Sands Partisans Prepare Retaliation
Thousands of miles from the
Maze pri'>on in Belfast, where Irish
Republican Army ~ebel Bobby
Sands died in a "fast unto death,"
nutraged supporters were plottiug
retaliation Tuesday.

con;ulate'> in San Francisco and
New York, workers in New York
announced a boycott of British
goods and Ea;t Coast dockworkers
said they would refur.c to unload
Britioh ships.

"May his death not be in vain,"
became the rallying cry of Irish·
Ameri<:ans who vowed vengeance in
a wave of protests from New York
to San !'rands co.

"British colonial rule killed
Bohby Sands,'' said Martin Galvin,
a spokesman for the Irish Northern
Aid Committee in New York. "The
Irish American community is now
aroused and unified. We are
rnilitant.''

Within hour.s of Sand;' death in
Ireland,
scores
or people
demonstratl.'d n1T!<ide the British

"We will rise from the fire and

major rally was slated Saturday in
New York City.
.
Mass was said in Pittsburgh for
the IRA rebel. Irish-American
leaders in New York organized a
vigil at St. Patrick's Catherdral to
commemorate Sands' death.

pull the knife from between
Margaret Thatcher's teeth," added
an angry George McLaughlin, head
of the New York H-Block-Armagh
Committee - named for the shape
of the prison blocks where Sands
and fellow IRA members were
housed.

Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass.,
called Sands' death "a sad day for
Ireland and for all who seek peace
in Northern Ireland" and urged all
sides to "resist further calls for
violence."

Irish American groups ordere<;l a
series of demonstrations at British
consulates across the United States
in memory of the 27-year-old
member of Parliament who died in
the 66th day of his hunger strike. A

House Speaker Thomas O'Neill,
D-Mass., called Sands' death
"truly tragic,"

Democrats Expect To Lose Fight
WASHINGTON
With
tempers tlaring and political
charge> !lying, the House increased
its defense ;pending proposal for
l9R2
I'uesday, accepting a
Democratic measure aimed at
wnoing votes away from President
Reagan'> budget.

But the amendment, proposed by
Rep. \Villhnu Hefner, D·N.C., and
l>ac:k<·d hy party kadcr,, h m:t
e':pwt.:'l to mak~ !l1e Dcmncratl~
alkmatin· ,uffidcntly attractive t<>
r.:t 1Il"•crvat l\'t~.., tt' defeat Rea~',Hn '•i
hud~ct.

i··<~Ut;{,

Atler 3 l 2 day:-. n! debate~ the

limN! bcl!an ih long-awaited
1 tHing on the hudgct proposal. In
the end, expe.:ted Wednesday, it
1; ill
dwo>e between Reagan's
hudget and a Democratic proposal
that would restore almost $8 billion
to social programs.

·1 he·
Am~rkan
Stock
h.dJang<: index jumped !l.'l~ to
l:J'J.'i~ and the prk<< N a ,!Jare
added twn eenh. The ;-.Jutional
A'"1dation of Securitie'>
Dealers' NASDAQ index ot'
OTt' i"u~s !o;t 1.17 tn2ll.55.

The defense measure, accepted

by voice vote, provoked a heated
political
exchange
between
Democratic proponents of the
amendment and Republicans who
charged they were just trying to
;,top Reagan's momentum and were
not sincere in offering to increase
the defense figure.
1 he vote came after Democratic
leader' made their gloomiest
predictions to date on their ~hances
of stopping. the Reagan budget
which rllcv claim would haw
di'a'trou' effect~ .
Speaker Tll(ln!U' O'Neill, after a
m,wning p~p talk to part) mcm·
hers, !>aid: "I hope and hope and
pray and trust that we changed
;,orne minds."
But O'Neill, who said Monday he
had only 175 "solid" votes of 216
needed to pass the Democratic
budget, was so pessimistic that he
spoke of "when" rather than "if"
the Reagan proposal passes.

Rep. Mario Biaggi, D-N.Y.,
chairman of the Ad Hoc
Congressional Committee for Irish
Affairs,
charged the British
"displayed arrogance" in spurning
pleas for humanitarian handling of
the Sands matter.

At a hearing later, Rep. Carl
Perkins, D-Ky., chairman of the
House Education and Labor
Committee, flatly predicted the
Democrats will lose.
• 'We're going to lose this thing,
as much as l hate to say it. We
already lost 25 votes through
mismanagement of our party,"
Perkins said. "(Party leader) Jim
Wright has worked his heart out
and if he's got a majority, he's got a
majority of oi1c vote."

"It is my fervent hope that the
call of Bobby Sands' mother for
non-violence wili be followed so
that the British government can
suffer the glare of a muchcdeserved,
negative world reaction," he said.

Dr. Charles McCafferty of the

"We are not talking about
economics or defense. What we arc
in fact talking about is politics," he
argued.
But Wright pleaded with
members to "put partriotism above
partisanship."
The Reagan budget, modified
with $6 billion in additional
spending cuts, calls for more than
$50 billion in reductions.

Minnesota Irish National Caucus
said he was "appalled at the incredible inflexibility of the British
government in their attitude to Mr.
Sands' simple demands for political
status."
George O'Donnell, vice president
of the Shamrock Club in
Columbus, Ohio, said he hoped
Sands' death would finally achieve
his goal - withdrawal of British
troops from Northern Ireland.

Will this be
another lost summer?
or will it be
something else ....
CONGRATULATIONS!
To all1981 U.N.M. Grads
and best wishes for the future-Is there a
camera, projecfor or major pho~o ac·
cessory in your future? If so, comx m dur·
ing the month of May and get your 1981
U.N.M. Graduate discount.
~.
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double meat, American cheese, thous1;1nd islaod, tomato, onion & lettuce •••••••
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Ground round, Texas toast, French fries or hash browns with salad. • • • • • •
FRO NT IE R BURGER SPECIAL Hickqry smoke sauce, cheese, 1000 island, onion, French fries & salad
5 oz. RIB EYE STEAK-USDA Choice Texas toast, French fries or hash browns with salad ••••••

II

2820-C Broadbent Business Park
266·7766
883-5373

$2.49
$1.99
$1.69
$1.25
$1.35
$1.99
$2.85

Cup

ARINCO COMPUTERS
3417 Central N.E.
524 Coronado Center
1713 Juan Tabo N.E.

No. 1 TWO EGGS, bacon, ham or sausage, hash browns & toast ........•.............
No. 2 ONE EGG, bacon, ham or sausage, hash browns & toast ...................... , .
No. 3 TWO EGGS, hash browns & toast . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
No. 4 ONE EGG, hash browns & toast ....•.........................•....... · . · · . ·
No. 5 PAN CAKES (4) .•..............•.....•................................•.
No.6 HUEVOS RANCHEROS, two eggs, beans, sauce, corn tortilla & toast .............
No.7 WESTERN OMLETTE, ..•.....•.........•................................
three eggs, green chili & cheddar cheese, served with tomato, hash browns & toast
Free Cup of Coffee or Hot Tea Until 11 a.m. With Any of The Above Breakfasts

chili con carne or green chili, cheddar cheese, onion & lettuce ••••••••

~annan computar
iiW
s!i;!and'Servtce

..

I 266-0550
Across from
I 7:00a.m.· 12:00 p.m.
Johnson Gym I
I
I
I
Home of the latest in Broiled Food and the Homemade Sweetroll
I
I
BREAKFAST
I
(Served with whole wheat toast, margerine & jelly)
·1
I
··I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
SIDE ORDERS
I
I French
Fries ..... $.50 One Egg ........ $.50
Bacon, Ham, Sausage, or Beef Pattie ........ $.75 I
Hash Browns . . • . . .60 Pancake . . . . . . . . . .35
Salad with choice of Dressing ................70
I Onion
Western Style ... 95 Toast & Jelly ...... 40
Extra .Blue Cheese ....................... 15 I
Rings ...•... 70 Jelly .............05
Tomatoes (3 slices) •....................... 15
I RancherO
Beans ............ 35 Crackers .......... 05
American or Cheddar Cheese •.
20 I
Sauce (8 oz.) ..-......••........• 50
Green Chili or Chili con Came (1 oz.) .........•15
1
1
I
Take Out on All Items
I
HAMBURGERS
I
I.
No. 1 HAMBURGER salad dressing, tomato, pickles, onion & lettuce ....... $1.25
I
No.2 CHEESEBURGER same as above with cheddar cheese ............... 1.40
1
No. 3 BONANZA
2.10
I
No. 4 FIESTA BURGER
1.45
I
No. 5 FLAME BURGER hickory smoke sauce, onion & lettuce .............. 1.20
I
No. 6 COPY CAT mustard, ketchup, pickle, & onion . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 1.20
I
I
SANDWICHES
I
GRILLED CHEESE on whole wheat with American cheese, lettuce tomato ... $.85
I
I
HAM, lETTUCE TOMATO on whole wheat with salad dressing ........... 1.35
BACON, LETTUCE & TOMATO same as above ............ · · · . · · • · · · · · · 1.35
I
I.
EGG, LETTUCE TOMATO same as above ............................ 1.05
I
MEXICAN FOOD
I
No. 7 TACO meat, cheese, lettuce tomato .............. · · · · · . · · · · · · · · $.75
~I
No. 8 CHALUPA beans, cheese, lettuce & tomato .................••.......65
No. 9 ENCHILADAS served with lettuce & tomato .......•.......... · ...•. 2.19
I
I
BEEF with Chili Con Carne, cheddar cheese & onion
CHEESE with GREEN CHILl STEW, cheddar cheese & onion
I
I
VEGETARIAN with GREEN CHILl, cheddar cheese &onion
I
MEXICAN COMBO enchilada, taco & beans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 .99
I
GREEN CHILl STEW cup (6 oz.) bowl (1 0 oz.) ........••...... 59
.99
I
~I
I
PLATTERS
I
I.
6 oz. TOP CHOP STEAK
$2 . 6 9
.

Between Menaul & Candelaria (Off Pan Am Frwy.)

345•2459

M-F 8:30- 5:30
1
.c.~=
apple
computar.
.,_
Sales and Serv<ce

.. .
= 1.apple computar

=

Sales and Serviw

I
I.
II

CHEF SALAD with choke of dressing, lettuce, tomato, cheddar cheese, ham &egg ••••••• • •
VEGETARIAN SALAD lettuce,tomato,cheddarcheese&eggs •••••••• • •••••••••

2 19
3.99
2.59
2.39

DRINKS 5oonl,offon<dUI•
COFFEE ......... , . , , , . , .. , .... $.29 .35
HOT TEA ..........•............. 29 .35
Spiced or herbaltea . . . . . . . . . • . . . .35 .40
HOT CHOCOLATE or APPlE CIDER .40 .50
MILK, .... , ... ,, .... , ....... , ........40

.45
.45
.45
.65
.70

SOFT DRINKS coke, dr. pepper & 1 up •••• $.40 .50 .65
ICE TEA ......................... 35 .50 .60
LEMONADE ...........................•.. 70
JUICE orange, apple,tomato&gr.apefruit ••••••45 .60 .85
SHAI<ESchocolate,strawberry&vanilla •••••• , .50 .75 .95

1
I
1

1
1
1
1

I

· ' ' .. ;(; ;:, ; '

~--

------~-----~-·----~

ROLL.62

6-pack frozen rolls 2.99

I
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On Monday, April 20, 1981, you featured an article on Sexual
Harassment announcing that a committee was being formed to explore

Defends F~iesta

~

Sexual Harassment Group
Alread~/ Working Here
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a· ~steJ vo·u care to use.

1-..".t;.o ·Ehe3"tetiiy' s'~P~Ort !~e sys!e~ of due process
o~ :·avf and the supp~s:t~on of :rnocence. Howeverr
c-~ce arc Lndi;:·iduat ts proven gu~1ty of a viofent crime
they cease to be a human being and the death penalty
slifmid be used.

:he ;ssue in the Coi!ege of Education. Perhaps it would be of interest to
~ou to know that such a committee, interested in the entire campus
coMmunity. is already in operation.
During the Fali semester, 1980, the Women's Center advisory
committee targeted sexual harassment as a concern at UNM. A subcomrr>ittee began a semester long training period examining material
a'.'ailable nationally, evaluating the issue as it related to both the
campus and the work '.vorid, and began preparation of informational
materia~s to share with the campus. ln February, 1981. the committee,
backed by the Division ol Student Affairs, began a series of workshops,
ih6· vvorkshop, available 10 any campus entity, explores the issue of
sexual harassment, evaluates the concerns, and discusses possible
remedies for the situation, as well as procedures for filing harassment
complaints. The committee has been invited to make presentations to
campus groups including the Council of Deans. ar.d although
scheduled to meet with the College of Education, the meeting was
postponed.
Groups interested in further information may contact Kathryn H ·
Brooks, Director, Women's Center, 277·3716.
Kathryn H, Brooks
Director

Em-ma Maestas

S""e:·e~i Ga~-cia

Darelll. Farrer

~t:rue ~'!edina
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Bobby Sands may be dead by the time you read this. He has been on
hunger strike for over sixty days in hopea that the .British go\1ernment will .
fulfill their promises given to the last Maze and Armagh prison hunger
strikers in December 1980. The British had promised concessions that
would essentially meet the Irish prisoners' demand for political rather than
criminal status, and later refused to fulfill their obligations once the hunger
strike ended .
It is important that Americans understand the prisoners' demand for
political status. Irish nationalists have been fighting. a political war against a
foreign occupying power for 800 years. Until1976, prisoners convicted of
politically motivated acts were granted political prisoner status. But the
British government has denied those arrested after then this status, attempting to cover up the political nature of the war and to portray
nationalists as common criminals.
Bobby Sands's recent victory in Tyrone and Fermanagh, where 30,492
Irish people gave him a Parliamentary seat (vs" unionist Harry West's
29,046 votes), further disproves the claim that the Irish prisoners have no
popular support. And this popular support most probably will turn to
widespread violence if Sands and the other hunger strikers die (Frankie
Hughes, Raymond McCreesh, and Patsy O'Hara). If we urge our
president, senators, and congresspeople to convey to Prime Minister
Thatcher our wish for a speedy resolution, we may help to s9ve the hunger
strikers and help to stem impending bloodshed, but we must act immediately.
George Hartley

~~
You'll be as radiant as your spe·
dol day ir'l a rovely bridal creo·
uon from the Empress Shop
For over thuty yeot!l. more
brld~s- hove found our ex~
quiSite gowf"l.:s to be just
what they've hod 1n rt11r'ld.
We also· offer -foshtons. for
bridesmaidS, flower gillS
or>d the mother of the bnde
as well as prom end pag·
eont dresses. Fi!"ld for·
mars far any elegam
occoslor.. too. VrSrt our

ShOW(OOms rn the'l'lnl~
House' Ot thE'! corner
of San Mateo a-nd
ConstltUtu:Jf'i_ end see
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You know it's
going to be a
bad day when ..
Your wife says,
"Good morning
Bill" and your
name is George.

So, don't worry
about finals and
make it a Great
Day by lunching
at The Posh!
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Cervical Cap Lecture
Scheduled jot~ Tonigltt

l he remnants of uranium ore
mmed today are potential en'imnnwntal time bombs !hat only
lime itself. !,:cnturie"' or even eons,
~an defu.,c. In :-.<ew Mexiw, the
nation's leading supplier of
uranium ore, the hwe of ~afc
dhposal of these mining and milling
waste'> is a highly volatile one.
Under mandate:. from federal
and state regulawry agencie:.,
uranium mining and milling
companie:. have been charged with
the responsibility for selecting
disposal areas that are located far
from populated areas, flood-prone
land and earthquake activity but
they have not seriously considered
the geomorphic (land surface)
criteria .
Such an overscight could prove
~o,tly to industry and dangerous to
state residents.
The Bokum Resources Corp.
constructed a state-of-the,art mine
and mill in New Mexico's Sandoval
County. But for the past two years,
Bokum has been unable to operate
the mine, has been mired in .:oun
cases and contro\ eT'Y _3.~,j h;::.s l0st
large sums of rnone;. :.e;:ause the
geomorphic criteria "e~e not
completely addressed in ~:;, waste
water discharge plan.
In January 1980, the state's
Environmental
Improvement
Division, which had earlier stopped
Bokurn from dumping its waste

ThuN.lay lfmn :1 p. rn. to 5 p.m.
She 'ailltlw I· DA gave the group
apprond tn c·ondu~t a pilot
,tudy in the l.! .S. The cmt
should be between $20 and $25.
Aho 'icheduled i' a workshop
at rhe YWCA Thursday at 9
a.rn. and a dbcu:..>ion on the cap
at the I' amily Pra~tice Center at
l iN~1 from noon to 2 p.m.

The cervical mp, a form of
contraception, will he dhcu"cd
today by two women fr,;m the
Fcminhts Women''> Health
Center at 7 p.m. in room 359 of
the College of Nursing and
Pharmacy on South campus.
Mary Ann Bennett, a mming
student at U NM and a
spokeswoman fur the Coalition
of Women, said the ccrvkal .:ap
has been used effectively for
over 300 year>.

"Jn my opinion the cap is very
effective, about a' effective as
the diaphragm but not as
.:omplh;atcd to use," she said.
Bennett said the cap could be
left in place for days at a time.

She said the rea,on the ~ap
ha'> not been put to w.e in th<C
United States i'i be~ausc of
economk,.

"I think the recent interest in
the cap is that women are
looking for alternate forms of
hirth control," she said. "They
are also becoming wary of the
pill."

·'The ~ap is very inexpensive
and it i> nllt profitable," she
said. "Once a women is fitted
for a cap, it doesn't need to be
replaced or refitted at a latter
date."

She said the only side effect
she knew the cervical cap had
was that some women are
allergic to the playtex it is made
of.

Bennett said the group will
have fittings for the cap at the
Southwest Maternity Center

Waste Sites Criteria Sought
on tl1e Grants Mineral Belt, an
extensive area, rich in uranium,
!hnt stretche> wughly east to west
from Laguna to Gallup and north
to south from Crownpoint to
Grants.
The project is funded by the New
Mexico Energy Research and
Development Program through the
State Energy and Minerals
Department.
Less than .2 percent of the rock
harvested in mining and milling
operations is actually uranium used
in the nuclear fuel cycle. The
remaining 99.8 percent are tailings·
finely ground particles of rock that
historically have been piled near the
processing plants.
These tailings contain radium
and heavy metals such as selenium,
both of which could possibly cause
environmental problems. There is
also radon gas in the rock, which
may cause lung cancer, and some
small but measurable radioactive
material.
Needed are disposal sites that are
not only stable now but will continue to be stable thousands of
years from now, Wells said.
The land surface criteria are
especially vital in the !ong.term
considerations, he said. "We've got
to plan for the safety of our
children and our children's children
and their children.''
continued on page 11

water into the darnmed up Marque/
Channel for fear of contaminating
drinking water, .approved a ;ccond
plan for storing the waste below the
ground. There were 26 condition>
attached and Patrick Longmire of
the divhion said he doubts Bokum
will meet the eonditions because of
its present economic dilemma.
In addition to it5 other problems,
Bokum is being sued by an eastern
ele~tric utility company for not
delivering its product from the
Marquez Mine.
Everyone seems to agree that the
land surface criteria are vital and
must be met, but no individual or
organization in New Mexico has
thoroughly studied the issue and
established specific guidelines.
Until now.
Dr. Stephen G. Wells, a UNM
geology professor, is the principal
investigator in the state's first such
study. His work involves the state's
Environmental
Improvement
Dh·ision, the U.S. Geological
Sun·ey, the state's uranium industries. UNM personnel and Penn
State l'niversity geologist Dr.
Thomas Gardner.
The ultimate goal is to establish a
set of criteria that will aid industry
and state and federal agencies in
locating
and
monitoring
geomorphically stable uranium mill
tailings (waste) sites.
The year-long project will focus

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••• Medical School To Begin Testing
•••
•
••
•
•• Good Luck and Best Wishes, •• Bromine Isotope CanceJ;.:Tracer
•• The UNM School of Medicine is therapy for breast cancer.
"Because the isotope has a very
•••·
The half-mile-long, 800 million short half-life (about S7 hours) and
• about to begin testing possible
Graduates!
• medical uses for a radioactive electron volt linear accelerator at loses its radioactivity rapidly, UNM
••
• isotope produced by Los Alamos the Clinton P. Anderson Meson is an ideal site for study. Its
Physics Facility in Los Alamos nearness to Los Alamos reduces
National Laboratory.
•
produces the isotope as well as a shipping time," said Dr. Fred
:
Save-Way Liquors
•• The U.S. Dept. of Energy has variety
of others in the course of Mettler, project director and UNM
•has the finest and largest selection of • funded UNM for the first year of a normal operations.
associate professor of radiology,
·three-year
grant
totaling
about
One major advantage of
:domestic and imported liquors, wines •
$413,000 to investigate Bromine-77,
UNM is the first institution in the Bromine-77 is that it is compatible
•
:and beers in New Mexico.
from DOE's Los Alamos state to conduct research on one of with diagnostic equipment already
•• labobtained
as a possible tool in directing the isotopes from the facility.
in use, he said.
••
••
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drive-up windows
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Go%

Young I de as
l\lontgon1ery Plaza
888-7290
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at 8:15 p.m. ln Franklin Dickey Hall on the ground
floor of the Humanities Building.
·
A reception is scheduled in his honor after the
lecture at 9:15 p.m. in the Honors Center.
Schober has been the Ambassador extraordinary
and plenipotentiary in the U.S. since February of
1977.
Schober's lecture is sponsored by the
Honors Center.

Loneliness Workshop Set
Loneliness, a problem almost everyone experiences at least once in a while, is the subject of a
new workshop to be offered by the division of
consultation/education in the Bernalillo County
Mental Health/Mental Retardation Center.
The program, scheduled for May 12, will cover
common misconceptions about loneliness and
solitude, feelings of isolation, methods of stopping
playing loneliness games that cannot be won, and
other concerns.
Rosalie
Campos,
director
of
consultation/education, will lead the group to meet in
the Coronado Center Community Room.
Information about registration and fees is
available from Campos at 843-2849,

Quake Lectures Planned
A Caswell Silver Distinguished Lecturer from the
California Institute of Technology will present two
lectures May 7, both of which are in room 122 of the
geology building, Northrop Hall and are open to the
public.
The first lecture is entitled The Collision Between
India and Asia; The View from Tibet, and is
scheduled for 11 a.m. The second lecture, scheduled
far 3:30 p.m., is entitled The Geologic Effects of
Great Earthquakes.
The speaker, Clarence Allen, is a professor of
geology and geophysics at the California Institute of
Technology.
Allen is also a consultant to the state of California
and the People's Republic of China on seismic

hazard.
Both lectures are sponsored by the
department of geology.

UNM

Cash

The UNM Medical Center will host a training
workshop May 21 for instructors who lead classes in
how to quit smoking. The session, sponsored by the
New Mexico Cancer Control Program, will run from
8:15a.m. to 4:30p.m.
The workshop, organized by Harriette Barber, wiJI
meet on the UNM north campus in medical building
three, directly east of the medical center's library.
Barber said the free workshop has been approved for
eight hours of continuing education credit for
nurses.
Barber can be reached at 277·54.56 or 277-4866 for
further details and advance registration.

Non-Credit Offerrings
Mountain running, badmen of New Mexico,
jazz, raquetball, outdoor
creative writing,
photography and understanding weather are among
the more than 60 non-credit courses to be offered
this summer by the UNM Division of Continuing
Education and Community Services.
Most of the courses are scheduled to begin in mid-

June .
"The deadline for registration is the Friday
preceding the start of the course, space permitting,"
said Patricia A. Hauser, assistant dean of the
division and director of summer programs.
Interested persons may register for the courses at
the division's offices at 805 Yale N.E. between 8
a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays. Persons with major
credit cards may register by calling 277-6542.
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& Pinball machines
Buy $5.00 worth of Golf &
Game Tokens and RECEIVE
$5.00 worth of tokens
Absolutely

FREE
(Bring this Coupon)
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"A VIDEO & PINBALL EXTRAVAGANZA"
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ASUNM Text Book Co·op

SELL US YOUR BOOKS

• Bring in your Koctacotor film
negatives from your favorite
pictures.
• We'll have Kodak make 4
color reprints for the price of 3.
• Hurry. offer ends May 13_ 1981

for more cash than anyone else.
We'll be open through May 22nd
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Austria: A Neutral Country in the Heart of Europe

& Wrangler's

Jeans
&
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Faculty, staff and students who may have concerns about a proposed Regent's policy and
procedures manual for UNM are invited to discuss
them on Thursday, at a meeting in the Robert's
Room of Scholes Hall, 9 a.m. until noon.
The meeting was called by the Regents to hear
comments on the proposed manual which has been
rnade available for review by persons in the
University community.
The Regents are expected to take final action on
the manual at a meeting later this spring.
The manual will be a compilation of Regents'
policies which form the basis for UNM governance.
In addition, it will contain outlines on procedures for
Regents in the performance of their official duties.

A student Alternative that offers:

for your books

SALE
25-SOOJo OFF

Dr. Karl Schober, ambassador to the U.S. from
Austria, is the guest speaker at a lecture entitled

Levi's®

Regents Invite Conuuents

\The ASUNM Text Book Co·O
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Inventory Liqnidation

Envoy To Speak on Austria

•

5704 Lomas Blvd. NE
5516 Menaul Blvd. N E

Mr. Blue Jeans

Campus Briefs

Center {or \ e

Kodak
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UNM Photo/Cine Service

277·5743
On Campus 1820 Las Lomas NE
Op?m 9"4:30 • no tax • $30.00 credit card minimum
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Presentation
Features
Millionth
Volume

Wednesday
Spaghetti
Day!

i

at
Fatso Sul..·Shop

\

and

Restaurant
2206 Central SE 255-3696
Dish of
spaghetti and meatball

2.25
'

includes salad and
garlic bread

(top left) At the celebration in Rodey Theatre for the UNM Library's
millionth volume acquisition Mrs. Alice King addresses the audience
while UNM President Bud Davis waits in the wings. (top right)
Rudolfo Anaya, an English professor and author of the awardwinning Bless Me Ultima speaks during the presentation. (bottom)
The New Mexico Brass Quintet entertains the audience in between
speeches. (Photo by Noel Fletcher]
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Chemical Engineer Sought
t'nlkgc foot ball player~> arc not
the only ones liitting eagerly hy their
phone<, tbh time .of year. Companieli uationwitlc are hot on the
recruiting trail after promising
college graduates, and chemical
engineers are gelling more than
their share of the calls.
The UNM chemical and nuclear
engineering department will
graduate 14 chemical engineers in
May for a total of 22 in 1981.
All the May graduates seeking
immediate employment have either
secured jobs or are considering
offers, at salaries averaging $24,000
to $26,000 annually, said the
department's Associate Chairman
Dr. Richard Mead.
Nationally,
only
petroleum
engineers are being offered more.
All engineering graduates are
faring well this year. Though
engineering majors comprise only
>even p~r~cnt of the 1.2 million
graduating scnioro;, they have
n·~cived 63 percent of the joh offers
made so far by companie~ coming

to campus to recruit, said the
College Placement Council in
Bethlehem, Pa.

Opportunities for engineers have
been linked to the nation's tran·
sformation into a high technology
society, the search for new energy
sources and more efficient uses for
conventional sources.
Representatives from more than
40 companies have visited UNM
this spring in search of chemical
engineering graduates, Mead said.
UNM grads have accepted positions
with such organizations as Mobil,
AMOCO, Shell, DuPont, Flour
and Gerhardt. Their tasks will
range from chemical refinement to
electronics to contract engineering
to sales.
In recent years, engineering has
replaced business and computer
science as the "hot" degree,
national surveys indicate. Offers to
computer scientists now average
$20,000, and to business graduates
$17,000. Liberal arts graduates

have potential starting salaries of
about $15,000, the surveys said.
Chemical engineering is a field
that should retnain lucrative
throughout the 1980s, Mead said.
This semester at UNM, there has
been record enrollment in the
sophomore chemical engineering
class. And the American Institute
of Chemical Engineers projects a 40
percent increase in the number of
American and Canadian chemical
engineering graduates over the next
four years.
"We've gone from about 10
graduates in chemical engineering
in the early 1970s to 22 this year,"
Mead said. "I think the pay is one
thing that's attracting the students.
For example, the starting salaries
for chemical engineers is ap·
proximately the same as the average
salary of UNM' s chemical
engineering professors. Universities
are consequently having a difficult
time keeping their faculty tnembers
and encouraging student.~ to enroll
in graduate school."

Nurse's M.Sc.
Accredited

Philosophy Dissertation
Awarded Popejoy Prize
Dr. William A. Myers, who
received his doctorate in
philosophy from UNM in 1979,
has been selected to receive the
Tom L. Popejoy Dissertation
Prize for 1981.
Myers, who will receive the
award at UNM commencement
ceremonies May 17, was
nominated by the department of
philosophy for his dissertation,

The
Interpretation
of
Heraclitus' Logos in Light of
Theory ofMetaphor.
The prize, established as a

The UNM College of Nursing
master's degree pro gam has
received national accreditation, Dr.
Carmen Westwick, · dean of the
college, said.
The National League for Nursing, which evaluates nurse
education across the country, gave
accreditation to only two other new
graduate nursing programs in the
U.S. this spring.
UNM began offering a roaster's
degree in nursing only three years
ago.
"This is a very important step for
the College of Nursing, a major
accomplishment," Westwick said,
She explained that accreditation
certifies that students in the UNM
nursing master's program are
getting a quality education, as
measured by national standards of
excellence.
The recognition is valuable to
students because institutions offering Ph.D. studies in nursing
usually admit only applicants who
have already completed master's
degrees in accredited programs.
Westwick added that some
branches of the military will confer
commissioned officer status on
nurses who hold degrees from
accredited institutions.
UNM will retain accreditation
for the nursing master's program
until spring of 1986, at which time
the wogram will be re.evaluated.
Presently, accreditation has been
made retroactive to August of 1980
by the National League for Nursing.
Students
who
completed
graduate nursing studies at UNM in
August and December last year will
thus have fully accredited degrees.

permanent memorial to the late
Tom L. Popejoy, UNM
president from 1948-1968,
recognizes the highest level of
academic excellence. It consists
of a $1,000 award and assistance
with publication by the UNM
Press or another publisher.
The dissertation winner
earned an undergraduate del!ree
in English and a master's degree
in philosophy, both from the
University of Denver.
The award is offered through
the UNM Graduate School.

Radio Board, Johnson
Talks Resolve Nothing
"the final policy adopted should
establish cleariy that the functions
The Student Radio Board met of boards are advisory and not
with UNM Administrative Vice managerial in nature.''
"The Regents clearly indicated
President
Marvin "Swede''
Johnson last Friday to discuss the that the administration should be
purpose of the board. Nothing was management," Johnson said.
He said a professional radio
resolved.
Johnson and radio board management has to be instituted
members argued over whether the because KUNM could not be
board should be advisory, with- directed by- ''a floating board with
Johnson saying he and President members that comes and goes."
William E. "Bud'' Davis' believed
When Johnson asked board
the board should be advisory.
members if they could talk about an
The meeting was called by Davis advisory board, they said "no."
in an April 29 letter addressed to
Russell
Goodman,
acting
Johnson, board members, and .:hairman of the Radio Board, said
"Members of KUNM Community he understood the Regents to say
Advisory Board." It directed there was a conflict, that Hom said
Johnson to meet with the Com- in his motion "a board, advisory or
munity Advisory Board of KUNM otherwise."
and the Radio Board "to formulate
The meeting closed with Johnson
a plan pertaining to the advisory saying he would "draft up
nature of these boards as they relate something."
to the operation of KUNM."
Radio Board members had met
Davis' call for Friday's meeting earlier Friday in Mesa Vista to
was motivated by a motion UNM discms what type of policy
Regent Calvin Horn made at the statement they should present to
April 21 Board of Regents meeting, Johnson. They agreed to see what
recommending that Davis work Johnson had to offer because they
with all interested parties "to had already offered two proposals.
explore the possibility of forming a
A hearing date for former discboard, advisory or otherwise, to jockey Peter Cubra was scheduled
assist the administration in for May 15 at 3 p.m. The locationmanaging the radio station."
was undecided. The Radio Board
Davis also said in his letter that it will meet today, at 1:30 p.m. in
was his and the Regents' intent that rootn 3066 of Mesa Vista.
Alice L. Wagoner

A CALCUlATOR SALE

for the GRADUATE
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•
•
•

70 lines of programming
20 addressable storage registers
Solve and integrate key
Continuous memory feature

DARKEST

ON SALE ·

HEWLETt· PACKARD SPECIALS

.

SALE

LIST

HP-32E Advanced Scientific
HP-33C Prog:-ammableScientific with
Contmuous Memory
HP-37E Business Management
HP-38C Advanced Financial Programmable

$59.95
$150.00 S129.95

HP-67 Handheld Fully Programmable

$375.00 $299.95

$55.00

$49.95

$90.00

$79.95

$75.00

HP-41CV HP's top line Programmable

$325.00 $279.95

HP-41CV SYSTEM I

$495.00 S445.00

HP-82104A Plug-in Card Reader

$215.00 $189.95

HP·82143A Battery Operable Printer

$385.00 $345.00

HP-82153A Optical Wand

$125.00. $112.00

--

Holman's has a large Selection of Accessories.
Sale Ends, 5/30/81. Hurry, quantities are limited.
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continued from page 6
Wells and his team of researchers
v.ill be examining such materials as
aerial photographs, dating back to
1933, for clues to how rivers and
streams have changed through
· time. Rivers can grow upstream by
"head cutting.'' or carving gullies
up heyond their source. Streams
and tributaries that end in dry beds,
rather than empty into other bodies
of water, can grow downstream.
And all can change shape by
"adding meanders," which is
widening existing bends or adding
new ones.
Some New Mexico rivers have
grown in length as much 1000 feet
in the past 40 years and placing a
tailings disposal site near such a
river could cause problems
thousand of years from now, he
said.
Th~ res car~ hers will also take soil
and ;ediment samples. perform
land ,mface dating procedures,
mea;nrt' tailing' dbdmr!'e fmm

p1ant!>i and tkt~nninc
the t'fft·,·t, ,,r hi•. cli"·har)!c on
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Medical & dental coverage, 30 days pai(j vacation annually.
May earn MS in nuclear engineering.

Qualifications:
Must have BS/BA degree in math. physics. chemistry, or
engineering. Up to age 29. Applicants must pass technical
interviews, a physical exam, and qualify for a security
clearance. U.S. citizenship required. Undergraduate may apply prior to graduation.

CALL (505) 766·2335 collect
Two martia/.arts buffs practice their favorite pastime near Coronado
Hall.

The Professor says:
GRADUATE to a better System
buy a quality audio system
for lasting pleasure

TOSHIBA
Again, the First
SR·A100 Seml·automatic
Belt Drive Turntable Audio Technic a AT1200XE
Dual Magnet Cartridge
This 4 poll synchronous motored turntable has a
high quality tone arm with anti skating. oil
dampened cueing, fully acoustic dampmg and
coupled up with the AT1200XE cartridge. it's a

Reg. $265° 0

R·400 10 Watt AM/FM Cassette
with 6x9" Tri·Ax Speakers
The R·400 offers uncompromising performance
and fidelity. It's heart is virtually 1denHcaJ to the
tuner section and tape transport found in the Top·
of·the·Line R·430. Teamed up with 6x9" Tri·Ax
speakers, it pays off where it 1S supposed to-,-1n
your car!

Now

Only

SAMSUNG,
MARANTZ
PIONEER

"The Team to Beat"
CO·S710 Panasomc AM/FM auto reverse Cassette
5', or 6xg·· Jensen Senes II Tn·Ax Speakers.
The S710 Supreme senes by Panason1c offers
s.ep. Bass/Treble 4 way balance. FMO- The tape
section handles Cr02 & Metal. DOLBY. auto
reverse & more. Installed w1th 5' ' .. or 6x9" Tn·Ax
ll's.lrs the systemto beat!

Samsung TU·3500 Tuner
Sam sung SA·3500 Amplifier
Pioneer PL·300 Turntable
Marantz MK V·ll Speakers
Similar to lllus.

Now Only
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INSTALLED!

GO FIRST CLASS
FOR LESS
AMIFM Cassette with Gx9" 20 oz Tri·AX Speakers .
Th1s system Will prove to be University Audte's
best sellmg car system. The Model535 Rad1o has
4 way Balance. Loudness Control. FM mutingThe tape sectJon has 1ock1ng Fast Forward &
Reverse wt\11 auto DJllCl. Atcmg Wlth t11e 6x9" 20 oz
Tn·Ax speakPrs. you GHn &ee why.
::::...--~
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__

Now Only

S14900

••

JENSEN AT IT'S
BEST·

PANASONIC& JENSEN

..

•

umvers1ty Audto does 11 agam. The system of
systems. The Tuner offers MPX filter, dolby, out·
put contour. The Amp delivers 90 watts of powe:
& handles 2 tape decks. 2 turntables and more.
The P1oneer Semt·Auto Tumtabl~; and Marantz
Speakers round out th1s super system.

Reg.
$1040

Now

Only
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THE BEOSYSTEM

1600
A STRIKING
INTRODUCTION TO
BANG & OLUFSEN

INSTALLED!
Similar to 11\us .

Now Only
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Are Flying Sal.loers Ol) Unexple~lned Reolily?
I$ Man O!bstinect to SsiH:JesfrucHon?
Are We Alone In the Universe'!
Could We Be Controllect by Extroordinory
Psychic Powers?
·

MON·FRI 8.00•530
SAT. 8.30•4:30

401 WYOMING NE • 265•7981
VISA
MASTER CHARGE
AMERICAN EXF'RESS

Benefits:

'.l;tbthl\

;_

Quality products for the World of Science, E:ngineering & Business.

gram includes instructor training aM instruction of
graduate level thermodynamics, electrical enninoering, reactor operations, metallurqy. amJ advancml
sciences and math.

S14995

prt,ce."~~ing

.c?.'J:'-?"~~?':?22'~ 'l/f!J.~1\~1~~~-~~~~~.;?5:::'::;::>. -.; .

Starting salary $iB.OOO. Up to $28.000 in fnur yean:>. Pro·

Waste Rules
Under Study

I

LIST PRICE $150.00

NEEDED IN ORLANDO, FLORIDA

Now Only

I

HP-34C Advanced Scientific Programmable

iNSTRUCTORSITEACHERS
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Poet Named Coo1,..dinator

Past UNM (;raduates
Some people daim that going to
college i.; a waste of time. Although
that may be true for some, some
'UNM graduatt'!; hnvc made it big in
their •·arccr-; and did not take their
diplomus to the unernploym~nt line
with them.
A few sm:h graduate' arc:
Edwurd Abbey
a su~~cssfnl
noveli<>t
and
wdl-known environment alht.
William Banosky · -· president of
the University of Oklahoma.
Bonnie Bennett · ., director of the
upper level physical education class
at West Point.
l~obert W. Brewer··· went on to be
uirector of KLKK-TV, the first
independent television station in
Albuquerque.
Robin Cole-- is starting linebacker
on World Champion Pittsburgh
Steclcrs football team.
Pete Uomcnid- now lJ .S. Senator
and chairman of the Senate Budget
(.'mnmittee.
Dr. Harold I.. Enarson, is retiring
as president of Ohio State
Univcn.ity and will be receiving an
hommuy degree from UNM and
will deliver the commencement
addrc%. He io also president of the
National A,.,odation of State

Univen.itic•.

and

Land

New Mexico author and poet
Antonio Mares has been named
program coordinator for the UNM
Humanities Curriculum Institute .

Grant

(. o!lcgc~.
•Joyce G. Freiwald - went on to
become one of the 10 Outstanding
Young Women of America; :.he b
now living in Los Alamos.
Anne <;ouzalcs, Sus~n Roberts and
Belly Waugh - APS teachers who
have written 9th graue civics texts.
J,arry Gordon - Deputy Secretary
nf Health and Envirnnment for
New Mexico.
Anne Jane Sitton Hays - went on
to become executive editor for the
book division of the Children's TV
Workshop in New York.
Ben Hernandez - IS now a New
Mexico Appeals Court Judge and a
former Ambassador to Paraguay.
John W. Hernandez - is now
Deputy Secretary of EPA and
former New Mexico State
University engineering dean.
Hhirlcy Hufstedler a 1945
graduate who was Secretary of
Education under the Carter administration.
nruce King - governor of New
Mexico who attended the university
but did not graduate.
William A. Lucas-- from the class
or '34, worked abroad with the
l'AO and World Bank.

Dr. Manuel Justiz, director of
UNM's Latin American Programs
in Education and director of the
institute, said Mareo is in charge of
conducting the institute's programs
for
training public school
curriculum leaders from New
Mexico and Arizona in methods of
integrating
the Southwest's
Hispanic cultural herit!lge into
public school curricula.

The VW on the dghtis not parking illegally. In fact it's not parked anywhere near the sign. A telephoto
lens has flattened the image so that two sides of the road seem to be the same. (Photo by John Chad·
wick)

Penny Marshall well-known
actress of Laverne and Shirley
fame.
Joseph McKay - went on to
become vice president of Texas
International Airlines.
James Miller - of the class of '74
became superintendent of the Santa
Fe school systems.
.James A. Morley - director of the
Solar Energy Division .of the

Department
of
Energy's
Albuquerque Operations Office,
Sammy Pacheco - now District
Attorney for Colfax, Union and
Taos counties, the youngest D.A. in
New Mexico.
Jack Samson - went out in the
world and .became editor of Field
and Stream magazine.
Jimmy Shorty - worked with the
Navajo
Tribal
Land
ad-

Call842·8300

STUDt:tns, 15% DISCQUNl'

A band specializing in Latin-Jazz
music, a vocalist who sings
"touching rock and roll" and a
stand-up comedian each won first
place in their categories during a
talent show at the Subway Station
Friday night.
S.T.T.P. won first place in the
Bands category playing rock and
country over Ayocuan, who played
music from the Andes.
Alan Washington, who says he
sings "touching rock and roll" and
involves people in the act .took first

ones.
2916 Central S.E.
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
• -· -.fl

Largest
Selection
of

~

Largest Selection in the Southwest
Squadron Kites • Dragon Kites • Diamond Kites
Mini Dragon Kites • Train-0-Kites • Box Kites
Stunt Kites • Octopus Kites • Fighter Kites

ever!

266-9946

place in the Single Vocalist
category. The winner was chosen by
the judges over Mike McCrory,
Ivan Rane and Brian Fleming.
A stand-up comedian, Tim
Nelson, placed first in the Single
Variety category over Eric Boutilier
and Richard Mascolo, both jugglers
and "Zeta," belly dancer Jeaneen
Cafferty.
S.T.T.P. won $300, Washington
and Nelson won $100 each.
The talent show was sponsored
by the New Mexico Union .

,...--.---:.KITES-----...

CLOISONNE
EARRINGS

From

S198

Mon.·Sat.
10-6
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Montgomery Plaza
M-F 10-9, Sat. 10·6, Sun. 12-5/ 883-1587

NE SCHWINN INC.
ANNOUNCING

Earn $20.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly ·

Our New Line Of Pro Equipment
For 1981 Including Names Like
• Campagnolo • Blackburn * Clement • Dura·Ace •
• Huret • Brooks • Rhode Gear* Mafac • Avocet •

COMPARE AND SAVE

Blood
Plastna

or

8305 Menaul NE
across from
Hoffrnantown
299-1210
loVl'~

nw.

( ovp;.,

rTIP

11200·9 Montgomery NE
in Eldorado Square
293<9684

for

99

selected LP's and Tapes
prices good through May 1 0
GIVE THE GIFT OF MUSIC
for MOTHER'S DAY

kn(}L

f'Jppagailu know.;, Hw I ruth:

· ·.·.··Good legs look better and better legs look terrific in E.xerdse Sandalsrrom SchoJI.

Because Scholl Exercise Sandals not only look great on your feet ... they actua11y do
help tone and shape your legs.
.
.
. · The little crest under your toes is what does it. When you step up,your toes
curl around that crestAnd, when you step down, they relax. That simple· action flexes
and. relaxes your leg muscles, too.And keeps your legs looking fum, toned and terrific.
_ . So .do. something nice for your legs soon. Start wearing comfortable Scholl
.~erdse Sandals. Then enter our "Great Legs of Summer Contest:' You could Vl1in
$.5.000.
, .~r_fWI details, pick u_p an entry blank at any Scholl
~-·
· .·. ·.
ExerctSe Sandal or Coppertone display.
-~
ll:li!1SI S<:hou,tnc.

J

Huge selection. Great prices. And friendly service.
That's what shopping at Budget Tapes and Records is
all about.
Right now, you can really SAVE. Take advantage of
this very special, limited-time-only SALE!

~@@

Do You Need
Cash?

'

The institute's first courses will
be offered thi.1 summer to 30
tcaehers and administmtors
selected from a liM of nominatiom
made by the New Mexico and
Arizona state education depart·
ments.

Three Win Talent Awards

N•xttoaurger King.
Aerosl h'om UNM

you

March ~aid a ~.~urrkulum
devel.(>pment commmittee is
providing ini\>rmation nbout the
content of instruc:tion for the in·
stitute.

'ZetzJ,p belly-dancerJeaneen Cafferty shows-off her-talent. (Photo
by Delilah Merriman}

u·nlsex Hair Design
2000 Central SE

could

tn .s~c thts institute hccome a pilot
project .so we can expand the
-~oneupt to utlH~r state.; that wore
part of the Spanish colonial empire.
The need to know the story of
Hispanic ~olonial dvili7atinn h
important throughout the schooling
experien~e of youngsters in the
!-louthwesr."

ministration. He now directs the
Native American Program in the
College of Engineering.
Danny Spriggs - former Lobo
football player from the class of
'73, he now serves as a secret service
agent, rushed assailant during
assassination attempt on Reagan.
Ituth Streeter - a '53 graduate of
law is a retired Assistant U.S.
Attorney of Albuquerque.

·FOXY REfLiiCTIONS

We

Supported by a $70,800 grant
from the National Endowment for
the Humanities, the institute is the
only Hispanic program in the
nation funded by the endowment

anti the only endowment award t(> a
..:ollege of education.
Mares, a native of Albuquerque,
received his baehelor's.and master's
degrees in Sp11nish from Florida
State Univ.crsitv and a doctorate in
European histor)' from UNM.
He has raught at North Texas
State University, the University of
Arkansas, Florida State University,
Colorado College, New Mexico
I Highlands University and UNM.
The institute will provide intensive graduate course work in
Hispanic colonial civilization with
an emphasis on the Southwest.
Participants will be required to
prepare a plan for systematic inclusion of Hispanic civilization
study in their school curricula.
"This program has incredible
potential," Mares said. "We'd like

E.l<etcisE: Sandals

J t.anva ... fl,1f
~tnkiP .. tr.lp.

Donor Center

t.l

vHtll<m
r\11 dbloom in

Central & Harvard SE

houquf'l nt 1 olor..,

Across from UNM • open M·F 10·9, Sat. 10·6, Sun. 12·6 • phtme255·2225

Sam-2:30pm
Tue~day- Saturday
Doctor in
residence

Eubank & Candalaria NE
Across from Skaggs • open M·S 10-9, Sun. 12·6 • phone 293-8882

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE
. '· ,-

J

SHOP FOR
PAPPAGALLO
26 75 Louisiana NE
881-3502

We've Gcrt You Song. And it's cheap!
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M useurn 'Like An Iceberg'
i>hwk '·P"' .• w!Jidi iun;';twwiou
la1 L'l 1nc<~k·d w1:n: a mi•ct w·~ of

Mw.t P'-'"Pk '"'ulu Hot tllinl: that
d

dw_' to rlu;

ht•dtmiiw~;

nt the ~olar

,.,~/'·.tern

o11u: lav in a 1idd near
Dimmilt, h!x. (pop. 11l,6')4).
1\ tnnm.'r, gruwing til(; whl'at und

winter tnu;k· l•<nd<:n wgctahk> for
whidt !Jinunitr h noted, probably
Lhtt! the 20-poui][l stone from hi;,
land and tLNocd it aside with a
"good riddance!''
Sometime later, the ;,tone at ..
tractcd the attention of someone
who then rcalited it was a
meteorite. The meteorite had been
hurtling through space for nearly
4.5 billion yean hcfon: it was
<:apturcd hy the Earth's gravity and
brought down to the farm some 40
miles from Plainview.

lie took it to a museum, where it
was cut into parcels that were later
,.,attcrcd, 'old and exchanged
around the world.
t Jne 'mall parcel, about half a

pound, wound up abo\ll 30 years
ago at UNM. It lay there until Dr.
hlward Sco!l of UNM's Institute
of Meteoritics selected it for an
experiment.
"We look for things that arc
,!range,'' Scott said. He chose the
Dimmitt meteorite because of its

:•raphit~

!IIe;uly pun• ,·arbon) ami
maPnctite, au irou oxidt".

uWha! make~~ it infcre:->Ling h
tim! it wa•, a cn!llponctll of that
doml of ga' am\ duq," "'"'tr s:~id.
Ilcl'orc Scott's discovery, no one
knew that graphite and magnetite
were present in the cloud of gas and
dust that scientists say was
pwbahly the material from which
the solar system was formed.
The cloud of millimeter-size
particles probably rotated faster
and faster "like a skater with his
arms outstretched," Scott said,
until the dust clumped together and
gradually formed planetesimals,
such m; asteroids and meteors and
later the planeth.
The particles gently floated
together and did not undergo
mineral transformation that occurs
with heating and melting, Scott
said. Age dating tew. show that the
Dimmitt meteorite has not changed
in4.5 billion years.
"It's very primitive, like a
fossil," Scott said, indicating that
tht~ meteorite's age and com·
pn'>ition substantiate the theory
that the solar system began as a
doud nf dust.

Zimmcnuau lihnuy will he

intrt.:a:,ing il operating ·iiOur..,
fqr tina! exam w~ek, :\lay 6 to
May 16.
The library will he open from
X a.m. tn 2 a.m. May 6, 7 and II
through 14. May & and 15
Zimmcrm an will he open from 8
a.m. to midnight. It will remain
open May 9 from 9 a.m. to
1)

midnight; May IIi from 9 a.m.
ro 6 p.m. and May 10 !'rom 10
a.m. to 2 a.m.
The Fine Arl<> Library and
Parish Library will operate
t brough finaL; week on their
regular hours. Regular hours
are: Monday through Thur.>day
8 a.m. to midnight, Friday 8
a.m. to 9 p.m., Saturday 9 a.m.

to 9 p.m. and Sund<1Y 10 a.m. to
midnight. Both libraries will h<~
opcn9 a.m. to 6 p.m. May 16.
The Tireman Learning Center
will be open May 6, 8 a.m. to 9
p.m. and May 7, 8 and 11
through 15, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. lt
will be op~n May 9, 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. and closed May 10, 16 and

.

17.

Students Chosen for Pharmacy Internships
A national professional pharmacists' organization has chosen
two UNM College of Pharmacy
students to serve summer in·
ternships with major drug
manufacturers.
Karen Simpson, a fourth-year

pharmacy student and a graduate
of Manzano High School, will work
12 weeks at Merck, Sharp and Dohme Co. in West Point, Pa. Janet S.
Ewen, also a fourth-year student,
will work with Merrell Laboratories
in Cincinnati, Oh.

College of Nuning To Graduate 70
The UNM College of Nursing
will present its graduation pin to 70
new nurses in ceremonies May 15 at
Heights Cumberland Presbyterian
Church at.J p.m.
Patricia Higgins, nursing instructor who has organized this

year's pinning program, said all
nursing schools traditionally award
their own distinctive }lins.
Dr. Carmen Westwick, dean of
the UNM College of Nursing, is
scheduled to deliver a welcoming
address at the start of the ceremony.

The summer jobs were awarded
by the National Pharmaceutical
Council of the Student American
Pharmaceutical Association.
Simpson is a member of the
association's UNM branch and is
also historian for Rho Chi, a
national honor society for pharmacy students. She is the secretary
for her graduating class ( l98Z).
Ewen has spent a summer as a
pharmacy intern on the Hopi and
Navajo Indian reservation in
Keams Canyon, Ariz., and has
assi.5ted in a study of medicinal
plants in the UNM department of
obstetrics and gynecology. She is
also a member of pharmaceutical
association and Gamma Phi Beta.
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REFRESHER COURSE.
\int'vp lmrned the midnight oil and cracked
hooks than you care to remember. The
we 1rk i~ dotw. The papers are in. So now

nH rn·

rich, amber color unlike any beer. Kow tt•st
that big, bold flavor. Ycm've got to admit.
llos Equis is in a class all by itself.

youlakt• a refresher murse. The subject: ice
cold Dos Equis beer. The Uncommon Import.
Study a frosty glass.):~ m'll learn it has a

~~

);l!S ct:t(t1V.L H(
ALI'I<.O.E1¥.1V[ HU 11\0IJ
r..J.'('! !1J t060 1f€.o.ttA

f!)ll :;.'li.fl·7'02.3

"Stimulant & Non-stimulant
appetite suppressants"
'

W~trting:

Stimurants can be dang.arous to
ynurhoalth i'f fa ken 1n greater than preserib·
cd das.ages. You tnust be 18 -or o1dar tQ pur·
ctlase.

Amber and Special Lager

.l'

Open Sun·Thur 9:30am to 1Opm,
I
Fri & Sat 9:30am to 12 mid.
I
Pre-Finals coupon
1 One Free Game with coupon
one per person valid May 6 through Mav 8
I
"For a little while: Forget, Relax, Enjoy"
I
Contests Weekly
I

L

D<'fol.'ndN
POX- M,ln
6atftl.'" lone-

Aside from the regular exhibits
displayed at the museum, suitcase
exhibits contain items from the
m useurn collections which are
specifically designed to tie into and
supplement the Albuquerque
Public Schools' curriculum and are
presented at schools by qualified
personnel.
The Clark Field library serves as
an auxiliary to both the an·
thropology department and to the
museum. The library consists of
specialized literature about anthropological studies.

A local musician sings while he ploys his guitar for Central Ave.
passerby.

B('tl:(ltk
AstE"roid'!>

Lori

Phol'rli:r<

Black Knight

Mis,~H"" (ommand

I

I
I
I
1
I
I
I

Wayne Pilz,
a staff
biologist at
Public Service
Company of
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New Mexico:

IIAIH CUTS ...... ; . , . $3.50
PERMS . . . . . . . . . . . . . $12.00
FACIALS ........... , $6.00

LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCit • GRE BlO ·MAT
GMAT • OAT· OCAT • PCAT
VAT • SAT ·CPA • TOEFl
MSKP • NAT'L MED BDS
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NDB • NPB I • NLE

I

HEIGHTS
BEAUTY COLLEGE

~--~

_ 1900 Central SE

wm

A series of public educational
lectures and films on Tijeras
Canyon have been presented
throughout the semester in con·
junction with the display, Bahm
The museum, organized in 1929
said.
as
the Museum of Anthropology of
The museum is used primarily for
UNM,
was greatly expanded by
education~.!
purposes for an1972
with
the funding and
thropology students, she said.
The
museum's
primary donations from Dorothy and
obligation is to house or act as an Gilbert Maxwell. It was inJ9n that
"attic" for the UNM anthropology the museum was renamed the
Maxwell Museum of Anthropology
collection, Bahm added.
in their honor.
Ordinarily, the collections are
Museum hours are: Monday
donated to the museum; when through Friday, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.;
anthropology field class students go Saturday 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and
on a "dig", it receives those ar· Sunday 1 p.m .. to 5 p.m. It is closed
tifacts too, Bahm s!lid.
on holidays.
A new exhibition, Two Gray
The museum is located in the
Hills and Ganado Weaving -1900 Anthropology Building on the main
to The Present is scheduled to open UNMcampus.

Next to the Posh Bagel 2220 Central SE

~

1744 Menaul NE
2807 San Mateo NE

the Southwest.

May 17. This exhibit, which will
include Navajo rugs and blankets,
show for six months.

r----------------,
IZapper's Video Games!!

1

"Pic-Me-Up's"

•

Those who visit only the' surface,
the meticulously arranged
exhibits which are. both temporary
and permanelll, Bahm said.
On special display until Aug. 31
is the exhibit, Tijeras Canyon:
Analysis of the Past. This exhibit
displays artifacts identified and
documented from Tijeras Canyon.
The museum's permanent
exhibition is made up of the extensive collection of Southwestern
materials and is entitled People in

see

I

.J!fm.tld Am
Juj#:e~

.

Beneath the top floor of visible
material on display in the UNM
Maxwell
Museum
of
Anthropology, lies a basement full
of mysterious ancient bits and
pieces of the Southwest and other
parts of the world, the ad·
ministrative director of the museum
said.
"We are like an iceberg in that
we sh~w very little of our collection
on top and keep the mass below the
surface," Assistant Director Linda
Bahmsaid.
In the basement where rooms full
of dated artifacts are protected
from deterioration by climate·
controlled temperatures and
humidity levels, research and
documentation
continue
con·
stantly.
Special padded hangers, handling
gloves, foam padded shelves, dust
filters and lights are all a part ofthe
Maxwell basement.
The collections are worldwide in
scope but focus on the native
cultures of the American South·
west, Bahm said.
Special tours are arranged
through the museum's educational
department for those who wish to
see the thousands of baskets,
pottery, instruments, pieces of
clothing and weapons safely stored
in the basement, she added.

3804 CENTHAL SE
255-4580 or 265-8781

EOUCATIOfML CENTER
Te;.t Prepr~raiH'VI ~,pt:·- 'lth<.ts
SHKf' J<l38

Tuesday- S~1turday 9:00 to 4:00

Fo; !h!Dnnaf:or, P!f'-I""P C\1/!

265·2524 _

..

~ S.1\.nM

~~

Enroll NOW!

~=
<1

Save Lives~

~~

~~

Donate blood plasma
Earn extra cash for
r----~-------,
1 New donors present 1
I
this ad & UNM
1
I
or TV liD for
I

$5° 0 bon us

I
I

one pN donor

II

I not !)ood W/otlwr (oupon~ 1
1
1

, ___
..,._ _ _4130/
_ _ _flt
_ _ _ .J
E"pir('~

Yale Blood
Plasma Rnc
122 V<~I~· .').[.
266-5729
. {1 Bl~t ~nulh of UNM)

wuvs~

~~

=~
1:)

Fried Chicken ~~
All You Can Eat :·~
for only

:~

~~

$299

~~

~1
C1

After 4:00 p.m.
(with this coupon)

1~
1>

(Jj'l

the springtime.

II
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MCAT class
starts July 18

~·
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To Order
· ·

3800 MENAUL NE ACROSS FROM ZODY'S

Sun.· Thurs. 6 a.m.·9 p.m.
FrL & Sat. 6 a.m.·11 p.m.

ov5·wuvlwUvs·wuvs·wuvs

·~

·~
·~
~~

1:::.
•I
1
~~

.li ~
vt'

"One of my jobs is to find ways to protect
birds from the power lines that cut across
their habitat. When !learn of hazards, I
work to eliminate them . , . or at least shield
our wildlife from danger.
"But the only way I can learn of hazards is
when someone tells me about an accident
involving wildlife. I need your help. If you
come across a bird-or any animal-that
might have been killed by accidental
contact with electricity, please call me
in Albuquerque at 848·2011 during
business hours.
"Before you call, check the brc:tnd on the
pole and see if it says 'PNM' or 'PSCO,'
meaning it's one of ours. Then record the
serial number so I know which line it is
and exactly where it can be located.
"We'll investigate. If our equipment
contributed to the accident we'll do
everything we can to prevent it from
happening again."

Why does PNM go to
all this trouble?

Because we believe
you can have both
economic
development and
envirorunental
preservation. And
we're working to prove
that commitment.

~

Public Service Company
of New Mexico
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\ '-'\~·: ·: .._·uh.:rin.~· 'i,r:.: h·ht ic? ol
-., 1Hr m:Edt•nnc ~c:anx:I, a St.>uio1, lu•,t
-·!:

lh(·

the 'Heal

'1·a nf

VVorld,~ '/tHI

;jn· pundcrinJ.J. tlw ,l)!l'~uld qw."~Linu
•• ,f ·,111at now'! I he alternative•,: c'~t
;' .iob, join a rcli~~iou"t {.:Ult or
p<:rh<~P' (out

ol pure dc>pcrationJ
:!ratl11H1e cdut:ation. Clwo,ing the
ialler yo11 are now fa.;ed with th~
onve"iomc ta~k nf the LSAT,
\1( !\I. tiRI·., ti:v!AT, DAI',
l'l. !\'l ,. OCAT or VA'!. l'crhal"
•ili•, ··IIHlr;•a,honl nf alphuhet >Ollp
.q·ntude !t:~.r . . wat.. lHlt t•nough to
J· .J 1/.i:tr~l~T · u11r ·.ontPdlinu dc~""'irc
'·

1

r·!t·~

··~u~,:.ti P.~n.
' :~f Bl;, r ;:,,.•

~dt.~m~..l·d

,.. nitY~

!:.1ih ••I

lil·'

~raduate

~c:ouh·mpt fur lo~~ic
I ir·.t r\!qUln:ntcnt for an
Jt.·t~l~t' . . . punial jn-

··>)dJ

h~nwe\·t.·r~

'/I.'HI 1 '~·c

dcddcd

1>n ·.·.imll"l.r'Cf n.:a~o,1m'.J to ~:ontinue
._,. ·n· q Ill''>! fnr k nnwlcdgc aml
%tyiw '>llC ~an rind some helpful
·,ui'!-W<>Iions within this text that will
twrmit you to achieve your goals.
Sl\•p I: You must first narrow
down vnur sdcction of schools.
!IlL is ·m.uallv quite ~asy. Location
;md dimatc ~an often he big rae-'"~"·: ! r a warm, dry location with
nl!!ll~rous cultural activities h of
;mmc import<tn~c. then you might
be uhlc 1o eliminate the community
..:olll~ge in \~ illiston, North Dakota.
I 'inanccs arc another variable that
may be of importance (if it is of
major importance then you might
,:om;idcr the religious cull). The
·,alarics tm (.j.A. \, T.A.\, S.A.''i

1~./\.

·. , ':.::·ry .. nJr.idt·!aLlJ v·r~mt
~ ... hnoi u) dlut.d, hn:t 'hWtilY f~~u
-.·~hhiu Hi p•.:JJ,.:t~Ill oJ d!t~ ·-ralary 1hai
v.ill qualirv you for fnnd stamps.
t)uality of cdu<::Hion, rcpul!tlion of
lhe wlwol and f'a<:ulty, worlong
cuvimnnwnt etc., do often enter
into the dedsion. They also tend to
contradict the decisions derived
fJ,;Om the first two major factors.
., 'Step 2.: Obtain the neces,ary
applicution' forms from the schooL>
in which you are interested. Length
of application forms can often
eliminate 50 percent of the schools.
!·illing in the application forms to
your hc"t advantage can often make
!he di ffcrence hctwcen succes> and
! ailure. Research the school of
intcre>t and try and find out what
·:lhnic minoritic> are in "demand."
l'his question of minorities can he
1rkky !'rom sl(ltc to state, and you
ma} find that a majority is really a
minority, 'o check first, In the
'ection where they ask for a recent
pli<>lO enclose a ,;hapshot of
y()ursclf with a friend of the
minority in "demand" (whatever it
may or may not he). Include on the
picture that thi> was the only photo
<\lld that you're the one on the left.
'Now the "screcner" of your application doesn't know that you
mean the one on the left as you're
•.tanding in the rhoto, so your file is
plnced in the high priority pile.
Now everyone has a bad first
'emester which is used to explain
why your (J.P.A. isn't- quite
representative of your "true"

r~·,.,~';('.;J.'I
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:diltl:..: \\·ilo "-"-':il ~l!.! dtu:m Jl"l >OUr

:.ou u·,e the tvpical .. fhat wac;, fiR'
·.cmc•,!er l matw cd and Immel

;"~omali,
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0 ""tU'J'
;~lll <"'HI
>···•

';•h-'~-! ~~ratk··. l h:n:

myM~lf"
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~nnl

cx..:nw. you've blown it. If
you're a male, usc something innovative like "That was the
'emcstcr my done escaped from the
lab and was impersonating me" or
"That was the semester my mother
joined the Moonies and my father
had his transsexual operation." If
you're a woman, then here's your
chanGe to make big points; say
"that was the semester I found out
I wao; a Dl'S baby and had my
nystcrcctomy. ·• When you go for
yom int<:rvicw n\l male member of
the ~mmn~~ .:ommittce will
question you about your j.\radcs.
Furthermore, all the mcmhcr!, will
be convinced that ypu're an ex~ellent
~andidate for graduate
school because your education
won't be interrupted to have a
family.
In this ~arne section are little
incidentals which can aho mean big
bonus points. When asked if you
speak any foreign languages,
always say yes. You can often daim
two or three if you choose them
carefully. Don't ever admit to
speaking Spanish, French or
German even if your name happens
to be Juan Chavez, Pierre
Clouseau, or Klaus Eichmann.
Everyone takes these languages andthere's bound to be at least one

t.

li''''
.t.I

rn•tl'.l~·'> ,..
•~

'~,~." ··~·111J";L'{~
'• ••
•,.>~

p;111. SwahUL. Bnt•·r~aniau~

1'•f

/1;.1. . 1\adian, ·md t>nwJo

4H\!

· omt' good dmtc't'" hu! ·lon't
overdo it. fhey may not i>dievc
you. Under ••Jlobhie> and
Interests" let your imagination fly.
Schools often like candidates with a
diverse background. Examples for
this section might be; underwater
basket weaving, Tantra Yoga,
nuclear fusion hombs, cloning
DNA, astronaut, etc. The list is
endle%, but don't forget not to
'ipread yourself too lhin" they like
candidate~ with soml! focus. Leave
':mpty the catcgor~· "Honors and
Societies." No one •:H'r reuily has
anything of conscqu~m:c to put in
here. If there is '''lllcthing here,
!hey dther think •.ou"re lying or
you're egotistical. "Oqmnizations"
can be a tricky category. You don't
want to put down the Baptist Youth
Organization if you're applying to
the American Catholic College. Use
your own discretion here. The last
section is usually an essay and is
:tlways the biggest hassle. One can
,)nlv list a few "Do's and
Don. 't s " . " Do use, sueh p hrases as
"a profession with social impact,"
"rewarding career," "compassion
for
humanity,"
"challenging
occupation," and "quest for
knowledge.'' Avoid the following:
"money," "social life," "meeting
a mate,'-' "1 don'tknow."
Step 3. It is often your references
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STOCK

Store & Studio 5312 4th NW
Studio 2120 Muriel NE

CA.LL

345-2255

Need a Dentist?
Dr. Ronald Ziemann, D.D.S.
offers
UNM Students, Staff,
and Faculty a Professional
Teeth Cleaning
for $10.00 plus his regular
'
10% off on all other dental
..
;.
services. Call296·5561 for
;:. • •
an ~ppQintment
·-·· ·
10820Coo.fanche NE
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VACATION BARGAINS TO MEXICO'S SOL COAST.
ALBUQUERQU.E Now you've got an idea of what it feels
like to be in Puerto Vallarta. Our $69
PASO package includes all baggage
e
handling, even a welcome

Continental Airlines is
heading straight for Mexico's
best beaches. Puerto Vallarta
·~L
and Manzanillo.
They're both jnst a few hours
away from where you're sitting.
Our airfares right now are especially
reasonable. And our 4 day/3 night vacation
packages are as appealing as. well, the seencry. Ead1 package includes round trip airport
transfers, and Mexican hotel tax. For details
or reservations call your travel agent or
Continental Airlines at H42-8220; elsewhere
in New Mexico toll free t800t 525-0280.
PUERlOVALLARTA.HOLIDAYINN. $69.
Imagine tropical jungles behind y·ou,
art d SUfl-dfCnChCd beacheS in front.

cocktail.
Or stay 7 nights for just $161.

MANZANILLO. TENISOLI
CLUB SANTIAGO. $47.
We hope you like sl!afood. It's
the specialty of the house in this
sleepy fishing port.
4 day~ of peace and quiel and
sun and water costs Jess than
you've probably paid for dinner
for two. There's even a 7 night
package for just $95.
Pu~:c ..

4UI!Icd .JrC

/'

d :;.~r ·~·~w '~·~.~l ~:~;.." :llf; dJ f h:rew;~,...
Rwd:; d\"~(.' aH\'(,\tH: rcwJ then1, h.;
fhev do talht! notk1: t't ~s11n \\n'-ltr\H.:~n. DtH!'t tl'·,k vonr Hl(\th,·~ . .
unlt:\s ';out ~a·,t munG is fhatdl;~L
to~atc ~til~ namct, and adUrcs . . c:.. ~)f
'" fcv. knights, princes, princessc~; or
even kings or queens who are
having some PR problems in their
native cmmtry. Ask them to write a
letter of reference and also mention
that your Uncle Ronnie and Aunt
Nancy suggested you write them.
Don't forget to pick the countries
with the multi-colored logos for the
·letterhead. This is always im-

The goal of Ills and Pills is to provide basic drug
information to the community of the University of
New Mexico, Drug information is often conlroversia/, contradictory and is constant(v changing.
Alw, no Jlls and Pills article should be used as a soh•
guide 10 se(f-lreatment or drug use.

J'

prc~sivc!

Step .J. In anticipation that ynu
will be accepted, first start eating
pot pies, peanut butter sand\viches
and generic brand ttma !1sh at least
six nights per week. Import several
battalions of roaches (crawly kind),
preferably greater than one inch in
length. This will accustom you to
the living environment. At the end
if the month start selling your blood
and other vital bodily fluids to
make your rent payment. Buy a bed
that squeaks, a sofa that sags and a
refrigerator that only freezes in the
refrigerating compartment and
never in the freeing compartment.
Care.fuHy spill nitric acid on most
of your clothes to give them that
"lived-in" appearance. Disavow
auy knowledge of the facial
features of these "currency"
presidents:
Grant,
Hamilton,
Jackson and Lincoln; admit a
fleeting recall of Washington. Take
a careful survey of all seminars at
11eighboring academic institutions,
as well as your own, of seminars
which
serve
refreshments.
Categorize them as follows: 112
star- interesting speaker, 1 starcoffee served, 2 stars- coffee and
donuts,
3 stars - coffee and
donuts (with jelly fillings), 4 stars
- beer and pretzels, 5 stars - beer
and
sandwiches. A five-star
seminar should only be shared with
your closest fellow graduate
students to avoid excessive competition.
You are now fully prepared to
enter the fascinating realm of
graduate education. The time frame
that is required to complete an
advanced degree at any given institution may vary between one
week and a millenium. Your tenure
will be fraught with a diverse
collection of experiences in
"Political
Machinations
II,"
''Phenomenal
Frustrations,"
"Minor Setbacks I, II, III, IV, V,
VI, etc.," ''Major Setbacks I-?"
and "University Bureaucracy."
From the initial formation of a
Committee in Studies to the final
approval of your thesis or
dissertation by the dean of
''Margins, Misspellings, and
Hyphenations" at your respective
graduate school, these are experiences that will live with you the
rest of your life and be relived every
time you're the advisor for some
naive graduate student who is just
embarking on his respective
sojourn.

Vitamin C, or ascorbic acid, wa~ diocovered in
1923 by King and Waugh. Vitamin C deficiency,
called scurvy, has been known for centuries. Thb
disease was particularly common among sailors in
the 18th century. It was eventually discovered that
adding citrus fruits or fruit juices to the diet
prevented scmvy. It wasn't until about 150 years
later, however, that vitamin C was found to be the
specific agent to prevent scurvy.
Aside from just preventing scurvy, ascorbic add
possesses
few
pharmacological
actions.
Administration of excessive amounts of vitamin C
causes few if any noticeable effects. To the patient
with scurvy, though, vitamin C causes a rapid
disappearance of symptoms. Symptoms of scurvy
can be varied but may include bleeding, fatigue,
brittle bones, and changes in the tooth and gum
structure.
Vitamin C is rapidly absorbed orally, When an
excessive amount of ascorbic acid is taken, the
kidneys excrete the excess into the urine. Since
vitamin C is an acid, it lowers the pH of (or acidifies)
the urine. This is sometimes purposely done when an
addic urine h desirable. An acidified urine can
[1<1tentially effect the elimination of other drugs and
alter urine te;,t> ;o the advice of your physician or

11J11 Wlta~leo. 'tamli~1
and ·~'~'~!I ':;Jia1J·net

The ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE

pharmacist should be obtained before selfadministering large doses of vitamin C .
The precise way in which vitamin C exerts its
actions in the body is poorly understood. Ascorbk
add b believed w be in\'olvcd in a variety or
biological mechanism>. Some of these in~lude
oxidation-reduction rea.:tion' in the body, carbohydrate metaholbm. collagen synthesis, an~! in th~
metahnlism of the essential amino add tvrosim:.
Exce"ive vitamin C intake results il{ surprisingly
few ;ide effe~t~. The most ~ommon side ellc~t h
diarrhea, which limits the absorption of vitamin C
anyway. Other possihle side effect> include minary
stones due to a low urine pH and possible effect; on
the fetus when mega-doses of vitamin C are taken
during pregnancy,
At one time vitamin C was heralded to bt' the cure
for the common cold. The ingestion of 1 to 4
gramsday of as~orbie acid was thought to relieve
symptoms associated with a cold. Some older studies
lend support to this theory, but several studies have
since shown that vitamin C is of no benefit. Until
more studies are done, large doses of vitamin C are
not recommended for the treatment of colds.
Generally, enm1gh vitamin C is obtained in the
average diet so that supplemental intake is not
necessary. To insure adequate vitamin C intake, a
diet rich in dtrus fruits and green vegetables is
recommended. It is estimated only one ounce of
mange or lemon juke is needed per day to prevent
against 'curvy. For the Jes>-than-average die1
.:ommon to unher,ity 'tudcnt>. supplemental daily
,·itamin C intake (eg. 150m g) may he considered,

Recent works of Gary Doberman

Presents
Program includes 'The Fur of This Animal',
Marks of Reference', 'Trivia' and 'Land's
End'.
Wednesday 8 p.m.
Students • $1.50
Others· $2.00
SUBTheatr®
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Booksale Donations Asked

..'
.

'

The Friends of the UNM
Lihraries are soliciting donations
for their annual booksalc scheduled
for0ct.l6and !7.
Donations of books, journals,
music scores, prints, pamphlets,
photographs,
government
publications and technical reports,
have been received in the past, Jerry
Wise, executive director of the
Friends, said.
All material donated to the
Friends is sorted and inspected by a
librarian who decides whether to
add it to the library's holdings,
Wise said.
He said if the book is a duplicate
and a multiple copy is not desired,

it could be exchanged with another
library or univ~rsity or sold at the
booksale.
Sale proceeds are used to pur·
chase new material> for the
library's collections.
The importance of gift material
cannot be overestimated, Dr.
Connie Thorson, acting assistant
dean for Collection Development,
said.
"Because of the serious inflation
that has hit the publishing industrY
during the last decade and because
of a materials budget that is not
keeping up with that rampant
inflation, gifts have taken on

;ubstantial importance for the
University of New Mexico General
Library in the last several years,''
she said.
Gifts received by the libra!)' have
ranged from single items to entire
personal collections.
Among personal collections was
the John Gaw Meem gift. Meem,
responsible for the pueblo-style
architecture revival in New Mexico,
gave his collection of plans, perspectives and photographs to the
library. His donation has become
the core of a collection on Southwest architecture.
Materials may be donated by
contacting Wise at 277-5202.

C'1·starnnc

Jeffrey HUNTER· Dianne FOSTER· Pat O'BRIEN· Basil RATHBONE
Donald CRISP· James GLEASON· rfi';N;:iiumrn. rol:/;;;·o·c'o:;!;oR \:::oltN'}ouu
Thursday, 7 p.m., 9:15, 11:30
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SUB Theatre
Stadents • $1.50 others· $2.00

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
You've got something up your sleeve

A ONE-OF-A-KIND MOVIE-LURID,
UNNERVING AND PERVERSELY
FUNNY.
~David Ansen
MARTIN SCORSESE AND CORINTH FILMS
PRESENT

A MICHAEL POWELL FILM

r~·r jl!!fO,tlt1 t.lnuhl~· tJCi..:U(l.Jnn. Alrlouco

<lth.li[llln,ll f~ll~Llnt! lhtnu!!h fJcn·mhct l.f. i'iXI ':itlh
JCI..t 111 dt.1ngc \\ 1llmut pr111r lllll(t""C

it's called Plasma
and we~!! pay you up to $95. 00 a month
for it. Because Plasma is a precious
human resource. It can save lives.

PUERTO VALLARTA •...,. ) •
MANZANILLO

011

';al" dt Mmron Hall nn. 131.

1962
Color

ALBUQUERQUE PLASMA CORP.
301 2nd St.,SW • 243-4449

Albuquerque Premiere

Bring this ad in for a cash bonus.
Good for $5. 00- First time ONLY.

SUB Theatre
Students • $1.50 others w $2.00

Friday and Saturday
1 p.m., 9:15, 11:30
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Arts
Conceptions S. W. Presents The Last in its Performances
This
weekend
in
the
Experifi1Cntal Theatre, Con('eptions
Southwest will prc;cnt the last two
pcrform\ln~es of its Performance
Series. 'The series, which was
started 111 an alternative program
for experimental and new performance · in Albuquerque and
UNM, wil! feature on Friday Bill's

Friends an~ The Martian Funk
Ensemble, and on Saturday Lane
Luca~ and Arthur Armijo and
Autonomy. All performances for
the weekend arc free and will begin
at 8:15p.m.
l'riday'., performance will be a
musical cxtravagant.a by two left
field Albuquerque bands ·~· Bill's
Friends :md the Martian Funk
Ememblc. Bill's Friends, who have
resurfaced for their third live
performance
in Albuquerque,
comist
of
musical
and
para~~· musical
performers
dcdkatcd (or, perhaps addicted) to
ob,cure bovine references and rapid
doppler shifting.
Avoiding
embarrassing
dassification, Bill's Friends have,
for over two years, been playing
and recording in Albuquerque.
Heard on KUNM and performing
at the AliA and ASA galleries, the

band ha~ covered a broad range of
musical styles and references yet
remained true to their chalupa
roots.
Conceptions Southwest
has
quoted the band as saying, "Bill is
nm a musician but hio friends live
next door." Prime Timess Rob
Steinberg recently quoted them
saying something about the "more
esoteric works of Doris Day and
Gene Kelley."
Not to be
out-done, the Daily Lobo sought
to confirm rumors of a blood oath
to "get up, get down and get the
job done". Unfortunately, Bill's
Friends have apparently gone to
Roswell to touch bases with the
Insane Unknowns in preparation
fpr Friday night's performance.
This left us with no scoop but one
of their rare, hand spray-painted
business cards.
Despite the strange press and
rumors, the Bill's Friends show
promises to be something. The
performance will be videotaped for
posterity or evidence, whichever is
most useful to the authorities.
The two previous performances
by this band have been remarkably
different from each other and
Friday night promises to follow this

pat tern with expanded in>trurncntation and all new material.
Come and see the philosophical
underpinnings of conceptual art
viciously slashed.
The Martian Funk Ensemble,
organized
periodically
by
Albuquerque veteran guitarist,
Manny Rettinger, is a nebulous
group of local musicians and jazz
terrorists, who will perform their
second show in Albuquerque. If
any of you caught the first gig at the
ASA, you may recall peeling
yourself from the walls after it.
Martian
Funk's
nebulous
assortment is not due to any
problems with keeping a band
together, rather it's the whole
reason for the gronp being what it
is.
Rettinger
draws
from
Albuquerque as a rich musical
resource, bringing together players
as diverse as Generics drummer
Bruce Hill, Saxophonist Tom
Guralnick, and string wizard Dan
lngroff. All this in one group for
one performance only.
Rettinger organizes the group,
writes up charts, sets rehearsal
times, and does all the other basic
footwork. The idea is to allow for
improvisation
and
flexibility,

IBBLE
A LA NIBBLE
CREPES
EMPANADAS

2nd Meal 1/2 Price with this ad -lunch only
2801 EUBANK NEat Eastdale Center
293-447;4

you caught either of their performances this last Friday and
Saturday, you know you're in for a
treat. Both dancers performed
pieces in the student dance
productions that were the shining
moments of the whole evening.
Sound for the dance is provided
by Tim Schellenbaum, another
home boy who has worked with the
likes of Peter Gordon, Robert
Ashley and numerous musical
concoctions that have burst on
Barrio Albuquerque. Lucas said,
"what t like about Tim is that, his
response to sound is very similar to
my approach to dance. It is important to realize that the element
of chance is important to our
works, but the ability to achieve the
same note, or the same movement
more than once is equally neccessary to the peformance."
Autonomy is another nebulous
assortment put together for this
performance, consisting of two
dancers, two poets, and two
musicians, the group combines
elements of each into a cohesive, ·
spontaneous performance that's
nothing short of tribal funk.
continued on page 19

Saturday May 9 9am Amfac Hotel
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II.
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ART EVENTS

Voices from the Low One, and if

GSA Council Meeting Agenda

For a Taste of Truly
INTERNATIONAL FOOD
SHISH KEBAB
SHNITZELS
BAKLAVA

around a sound structural form,
leaving room for each musician to
play in their own style. This approach, and the varied assortment
of musicians makes for a musical
performance that is accessible to an
equally varied audience; including
styles of every manner of jazz,
techno-pop, rock, cla%ical, Latin,
etc.
Rettinger, who was born in
Albuquerque, has lived here all but
the four years he put in in L.A. with
his band Downright August, in
search of the elusive recording
contract. Dues paid in full, he came
back, and has been pushing the
limits of Albuquerque's musical
sensibilities ever since. Martian
Funk promises to be a different line
up and a different performance
each time, after all, "it's a different
town every five years.''
On Saturday night, the performances will show another facet
of the local performance scene,
dance by Lane Lucas and Arthur
Armijo, and a poetry, dance and
musical
extravaganza
by
Autonomy. Lucas and Armijo are
two UNM dance students, who will
perform
their
original
choreography in a dance entitled

Call to order
Minutes of March 28 meetin~o:
President's report
t\) Introduction of guests
Committee fl'[lOrts
Old business
New business
Adjournment

Share a moving

In its last week of programming
for this semester, the ASUNM Film
Committee will be showing the
work of a local talent, a film about
big-city
politics,
and
a
psychologically disturbing look at
voyeurism.
First on Wednesday night, Gary
Doberman, former UNM student,
has his films shown. They include
"The Fur of This Animal,"
"Marks of Reference," "Trivia,"
and "Land's End." Showtime is at
8 p.m.
Directed by John Ford, "The
Last Hurrah" is said to be his most
memorable film. It is also purported to be based on the life of
Mayor James Curley of Boston. In
this film, Spencer Tracy plays
Frank Skeffington, mayor and
political boss of a big dty. It's an
account ·Of his final political
campaign complete with maneuvers
of a polished politican, like appearing at the funeral of a littleknown Irish constituent to press the
flesh of the living; crossing swords
with a Cardinal of the Church and
other antics reminiscent of the oldtime politics. But Skeffington loses,
and his loss is the end of a political
era. Showing at 7 p.m., 9:15 p.m.,
11:30 p.m. 1958, BW.
In "Peeping Tom" Mark Lewis
ls a cameraman at a British studio

who has a strange hobby. He films
wcimen as he murders them. Mark
is "the ultimate voyeur, incapable
of relating to people." When a
young woman moves into Iris
apartment building, he befriends
her because of her warmth and pity.
But Mark is obsessed and cannot
change. In arl Alfred Hitchcockian
vein blending terror, suspense and
wit, "Peeping Tom" comes off as a
"long-suppressed
masterpiece."
Showing both Friday and Saturday
night at 7 p.m., 9:15 p.m., 11:30
p.m. 1962, British, Color.
Saturday, May 9 at 8:30p.m. in a
benefit for Quote Unquote the
aspiring,
alternative
television
outlet for Albuqerque, The
Generics and The Philisteens will
give another ass-kicking performance of their home grown
versions of post-punk/new-wave
noise. I( you caught the last gig
these two bands did together, line
up early for this one. Admission is
$3.00 at the door of Okie's.
The Annual Rio Grande Zoo
New Me11ico Symphony Orchestra
Concert, at 2 p.m., Sunday, May
10, Mothers Day. Tickets for the
concert ~ are available through ~
Ticketmaster, they are $1.50 for
adults, $.75 for chideren six to
sixteen, and free fQr chideren under
six.

Last in Petformance Series Presented
continued from page 18
Marty Fitzsimons, who plays
various wind instruments describes
the performance as "poetic
structure, with dancers weaving a
pattern of movement around
l}Tical/melodics of percussion and
wind instruments (not to be confused with the NYC taxi cab school
of sound)."
Autonomy has performed with

old phone, and save.

Forthewayyoulive.
@
Mountain Bell

!\.I'll) S•·nil'<'' h a l<'lll}ll•rary lwlp "•nit·l' <"Oill·
\\'v'r(' uot an ('tltp}!('dlll'llf tH~t'ttc\· "'n ,\'ou pa\ 1111
hlt'" and J.ti.l!tl nn t·ontnwt~.
A' a Kt•lJy i'lnploy"·· )Oit work at our <'il'l<>Illt'l'·.
lol•atiotl., tHl ... hort t<:•nn i.L'i..,i.gnnH~nt:o>.
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different line ups at AUA and on
Oliver Stone's New Letters on
KUNM. ''Always sensitive to the
moment," Autonomy promises a
"spontaneous set of terrestrial jazz,
inspired by Martinez Town impressions and Be Bop visions."
Remember the performances are
free, and if you care anything about
alternative
performance
in
Albuquerque, be there.

experience~thyour
Moving to a new home can be expensive. So finding
a way to save money is always important. And that's
why Mountain Bell wants you to know how you can
save when you're ready to make your move.
If you're moving within the same telephone
exchange or local area, you can save $5 on your next
bill. Simply unplug those desk-type phones that have
served you so well-or snip their cords if you don't
have modular jacks-and take them with you. If your
wall phone has a modular jack, it can go too. (Nonmodular wall phones should stay behind.) By bringing these phones along, you save us a trip to collect
them, and save yourself money.
Or, if you'd like to exchange your old phones
for new ones when you're moving, bring them in to
a PhoneCenter Store. The same $5 credit applies
when you do.
Call us for more information on how to reduce
installation charges. One of our Service Representatives will be happy to tell you how you can settle
in and save money at the same time.
Any time you move, it's a big change in your
life. That's why we want to help you make it a
change for the better. By letting you save when you
give your old phones a new home.

SUMMER JC)BS!
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••
•• DO YOU HAVE ANY ZITS? •••
•
The UN M Division of Dermatology and the Student Health Center
••
•
needs
volunteers
with
acne,
to
help
determine
the
effectiveness
of
a
new
•·
••
topical antibiotic for treatment. Patients must be available for examination
•
•
:
every other Saturday morning starting April 18 through July 11 and should
•
•
••
not be taking antibiotics or corticosteroids.
•
•
For further information contact Erma Pinon at 277·3136, Student
•
•••
Health Center.
•
•
••
•
For further information contact
••
•
EnnaPinon
••
••
Student Health Center
..••
••
••
••
Volunteers will be paid a fee.
••
•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
277~3136

The Spirit of Man (cont.)
The Spirit- The Third Part of Man's Being
Hidden and obscured, there is a lacultvdeep within man that has remained a mystery throughout all fh<' ag""·
It is the unknown objet1 of every seeker"s s~arch for reality. lt is the end of the inward se,mh. It i:; deeper thdn your
mentality or your undel'5tanding. By yourself you c:ould never lind it. You could medifal!'-but newr find if. You
could sit under a tree. sit lor hours in the sun or shade, pollder. dear your mind of every thought. retollect. wn·
centrale-open up to whatever fortes are available, be enlightened. whatever ... still you'd newr find it.

It is deeper than the soul. Jw,t <'S the life-giving marrow i~ hidden within the bon!'. hidden within thl' ~01~1 h flw
human spirit. It is so dose to the ,oul and ~o encased by the soul that it is often lni'>tak{'ll f()r the soul, but 1t1; nor
the soul! It is the spirit!

~l'B.

Sc:n1bblr Club- MN~Iing Thursday, May7 .and ll,
at 7 p.m m roolil 321 I of the l.a\.,. SchO[)l. Games,

the- RSA lounge {~ec~md ftoor o'C the SUB). It i~
mlf'lHtant that atiJtJtcre~!cd P,.1.rt1c~ aucnd. Hdp kfCJ'!

-eto:., $1

Kl 1Nf\.1 a ~tudCrtr·.run rildk, stauon.

Spur; -- Min me; uf Ihe Ia~! mecling arc posted in
the Hunoro;. ('enter for tho~c Y.ho CtlultJn't make the

ASCJ~t,i'M IJook Cn·op - The hook Co-o('l i~ o~n
tndJ:'!' and v.1ll ~ta)' 0pcn umil Ma} :!!lo huy alld !i.clr

all your hr<•ah. on J..:.ell)· l<'mpnrary a"i!J:IIlllt•ub. \Y<•
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Hebrews 4:12

••. dividing asunder of soul and spirit, and of the joints
and marrow ..•

God is a spirit (John 4:24). Just like the air enveloping you, He i~ su available and"' willing to fill the void I hat
was made e:.petiall~ lor Him. He is the Holy Spirit and you have a human '>piril-the'e two were made to go
together-in you. to be born again i> to recriw the Holy S(Jirit into your human 'Pirit,
John 3:6

13"x,'l"x11"
Weight
1 lb.
cubic Inch

capacitY
1890

Assorted

tir.'IE AgAiN .•• ~
iry cur new. \lr1a oP Soft \vggt\9 c.
PI) CA.MPTRAILS>. r~.f3Z95. Ho't/ .• ?-9·00

Gl<Atxv.tion

31, 1981

, .• that which is born of the Spiri.t is spirit.

1 CorirJthians 6:17

Dlmet. ~Ions

color

The spirit of man is the lamp of the Lord •..

Again and again comes the inner warning. the restlessnes~. the spirit\ hunger for reality. ThP spirit Wd'> made
to {:ontain God Himself. to be filled with God. Man is never sali>fied becaus~ this deepest part still remains to bt'
filled. Indeed, the vNV function of a man is to bl' filled with the life of God. For this purpose he Wds <rPated with cl
spirit. an organ merlni <,perifically to contain God. The mind may be able to think. but only the '>pirif i'> able to ton·
tact God.

Carry· On

~,.~~.s

Proverbs 20:27

All road; to this deepe>t part of your being have been cut off ... all roads but one. Only God can get you
there.

293~9725

•

But there is a spirit in man •..

Romans 8:16

but he that is joined unto the lord is one spirit.

The Spirit Himself witnesses with our spirit .••

(,(m"> srunr

To take God info you is very easy. Through His deaf~ on the cross, Christ shed His blood. and acco~plishe? a
perfect redemption for us. All problems between us and God have been fully solved. All there 15 .left. to d~ 1s rece1ve
Him! In resurrection Chris! is so available and ready to tome info us. Just open your heart to H1mm a s1mpl~ way.
By UJiling upon His rich name you will touch God Himself. The living Christ will come into your spirit.
Deep within something new will come to birth - something you have never experienced before. The joy! The
fullnes.'>! The sallsfaction! Your whole life will be changed ... now around a new center. you will become the nor·
mal man, one whoe is filled wlfh God in his spirit. You will have found the key to unlock the mystery of man. Now
nothing is missing. You have come to the end of the inward seard!.
The Lord Jesus Christ be with the spirit. 2 Timothy 4:22.

You are invited to a bible study on the gospel of John
11 :00·12:00 noon Wednesdays~ rm. 231·C (SUB)
CHRISTIANS on CAMPUS268-4928- Everyone Welcome!
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Psoriasis patients
needed for drug study.
The division of {h>nnatologv, UN M Sdwol of
Medieint• is conducting a
study
eomparing two t·omnwrdally availabl!.' topical
t•orti{•ostt•roids,
Patit•uts will ret·eive free ·<'V<IIuation and two

d~mbl{'-hlind

~ w~~~:.J<::~~~~·1:~~n;:;:.~~::!; t~><~::~~~~~-~o~1t1:~:>s:)~;;;;~l;~·~
8 with lt•siom <'O\'Pring gn•ater than 50% total
§ bod v an•a.
~
For h!formathm and appointment
~

call Gail at 277~47.57.
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"Because of an unrealized,
almost invisible theatre and performance community, a new
performance company has been
established in Albuqueque. We are
the Pro/Arts Theatre, and we will
be visible."
This is the opening line of a letter
of introduction sent out by the
Alley Theatre, a new performance
company that just opened in
Albuquerque. A bit presumptuous
at first, but that is obviously a
necessary attitude for any aspiring
art group to take in this town. The

Cl-tose11
As Athlete of
the
Year
""
The Daily Lobo athlete of the
year is gymnast St~ve Jennings,
who tied for first at the N.C.A.A. 's
gymnastics championship in the allaround event.
Gymnastic coach Rusty Mitchell
said that Jennings, a junior, "is the
best competitor I have ever coached
io 14 years at the University of New
Mexico."
Jennings was born in Colornbus,
Ohio, but moved to New Mexico at
an early age. He went to Farmington High School where he
graduated in the top five percent of
the class.
Jennings said that while at
Farmington, "I was coached by a
unique man named Stan Bird ~1ho
was an English teacher and a weight
lifter, but knew nothing about
gymna~tics.
He was a great
motivator and always stressed
strength to me.''

The Indian Wants the Bronx,
written by Israel Horovitz, is appropriately set in back alley New
York. A tragic event is the point of
departure for the questions of the
role of stranger, predator and
victim.
In Elaine May's Adaptation, the
game board is a metaphor for life in
a game that has only winners and
losers with no choice but to participate.
Well, the original idea for the
space was strictly theatrical, but
word spread about the Alley
Theatre, and they were soon approached by local, left field musical
groups who don't fit into the top
40, bar band scheme of things.
Desiring to avoid a reputation as a
party hall for punk . rockers and
other new wave rowdy types, the
group was at first reluctant to open
its space up to the bands. But with a
little convincing and realizing the
possibility of broadening their
scope, and not to mention the
economic advantages, the theatre
has set a tentative date of May 17
for the Generics and Bill's Friends.
The Martian Funk Ensemble is also
currently arranging a time to use
the performance space. We'll see
what happens.
At any rate, the Alley Theatre
and the Pro/ Arts Company
promise to bring a refreshing wiod
of change into Albuquerque's
expanding performance scene.
The Alley is, of course, interested
in input from actors, directors,
filmmakers, and technicians. They
are also accepting original scripts,
and can use any applicable
equipment.
With their first two theatrical
performances opening this Friday
in the wake of their film festival,
The Alley Theatre and the Pro/Arts
Company mean to do some shaking
in Albuquerque and if their opening
introduction sounds like an invitation to a punch in the face, it's
just a loud bark at a deaf and
pretentious
Albuquerque
performance scene. They just might
stick around long enough to show
us their bite.

"My first shot at gymnastics in
high school was in Physical
Education Classes. They had the
gymnastics equipment but no team,
a few guys and I got together and
asked Bird to coach us, and he
agreed," Jennings said.

"Cuach Bird knew he didn't
know the sport that well so he
referred us to Hemo Walters,
another gymnast of Mitchell's, who
just happened to live in Far·
mington," he said.
\Valters introduced Jennings to
all the apparati, but the one he
mastered the quickest was the
jlommel horse.
Jennings worked hard on the
.pommel horse and lifting w~ig~ts
through his sophmore and Jumor
!(ear at Farmington High.
Walters recognized Jennings as a
potential sidehorse competitor, so
he took him to Albuquerque one
day 1o show coach Mitchell.
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The Lobo men's and women's
swim team will each lose one senior
from this past season's squad.

'I

'
I

Greg Baca, who finished 13th. in
the WAC in the 400-yard Intermediate relay, will graduate and
swim with the Albuquerque AAU
team.
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at a surprisingly lo\AI price!

"Coach Mitchell didn't seem too
interested, but gave me some good
advice" said Jennings. "'Just do as
much as you can and stay on the
horse."'

'

In his junior year of high school,
Jennings ended up qualifing for the
state meet and defeated the two
year pommel horse champion,
Mike Means.
In three years of college competition Jennings is undefeated in
th,e all-around event in dual meets.
As a freshman he won theWAC
and carne .in fifth at nationals in the
all-around, and was named the
conference's
most valuable
gymnast.
In his sophomore year Jennings
}!gain won the WAC and finished
third at nationals in the same event.
This year as a junior, the allaround event was again good to
Jennings. He won the WAC for his
third time, became the became
regional champion and tied for first
at national>.

For information call toll-free:
800-545-6412. In New Mexico call
-, Send me a Blue Sky Tours brochure on Hawaii
__ _; Send me a list of retall travel agencies nearby
where I can pick up your brochure

800·432-5918
Bh;e Sky Tours, Ltd.
10832 Prospect NE
Albuquerque, NM 87112
~tudt•JII

Name
Address

I' rnf<''>~i.,lld I
A( lrTJ itli•,tt die 1t

Citv/State/Zip

llrop uu t

Besides all of these honors,
Jennings is a two-time UCLA
Invitational Champion, a Southwest Invitational Champion and an
All-American three years in a row.
Jennings is now heading for his
senior year, and has already started
training for nationals.
Jennings said, "l'm beginning
mv training now because this next
routine is going to be a cosmic set,
out of this world."

hosted
by

Along with gymnastic~, ~e's
studying to b~ a ~ctenna!I~n.
Jennings also smd he IS practiCmg
to become a professional football
punter.

NMFA

Jennings said, "If I don't make it
in school I can always fall back on .a
football career. My hang time ts
anmnd 7.2 seconds and all! need to
do is gain around twenty to thirty
pounds."

Two Senior Swimmers
Leaving Lobo Team

I

"Pic-Me-Up's"
Stimulant Capsules

M~xko

Vacation in Hawaii

~Steve Jennings

to linear narrations. Judson
Frondorf, who organized the
festival, is a sometime student at
UNM, currently studying the
possibilities of video as an alternative to film. There was no jurying
of the films submitted, and as can
be expected there were some rough
spots. Overall, however, the festival
was a positive begining.
The Alley Theatre and the
Pro/Arts Group was organized by
local and UNM theatre people
interested in starting an alternative
performance space as an outlet for
experimental, and traditional stage
acts.
The first plays to be presented by
the group .are two one-act plays The Indian Wants the Bronx and
Adaptations, which will run
throughout the month of May, on
every Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday at 8 p.m.

letter goes on to say, "The Alley
Theatre is a place for anyone with
the inclination and the guts to try
and make things happen." Sounds
tough? Well, they are. Located in
the Vassar Street alley, behind
Carraro's Pizza, the Alley Theatre
opened its doors to the public two
weeks ago with a film festival that
offered to show all comers.
While the festival was no
smashing success, it did present a
variety of local, amateur filmmakers and video artists, whose
works ranged from lyrical poetics

21, Ne\\

1

"I think I could have done better
this year," Baca said, "but it was
all right."
Baca came to UNM four years
ago from Santa Fe High SchooL
Linda Miller still has a semester

of school left but has used up her
athletic eligibility.
Miller said she did good the first
semester this year but did not do as
well in the second semester.
She said her best year was when
she was a junior. Tha~ year at the
AlA W regionals sh~ fiilished 6th
the 200-yard backstroke, and 4th m
both the
I OO•and 50-yard
backstroke.
Miller swam her first two years
for Midland Junior College in
Texas and came to UNM when she
was offered a scholarship.

!n

Intramural's Finish Up Year
With Sat. Morning Bike Run
The First Annual Lowenbrau .race. Deadline for advan~e
Bike Races are scheduled for registration is Friday at 5:00p.m. m
the Intramurals Offi~e (Johnson
.Saturd<\Y, May9.
Gyin
Room 230).
Spon~orcd by UNM lntramurals
and Lowcnbrau, the 22.6 mile races
l~owcnbrau t-shirts will be g~ven
begin at the Aladin Hotel near 10 the first 35 people who register
interstate 40 and Tramway and few the race.
conclude at the Golden Inn on
Awards wi 11 be given to the first
North Highway 14.
place finishers in each age category,
Racers will be divided into two both male and female, for both
divisions. :t'he advanced divison novice and advance divisions.
will leave at 8:30 a.m. from the
Check-in time for the ra~c is 7:30
Aladin, and the novice group will
a.m. Saturday·
leave about 8:45a.m.
Fo'r further ill formation, call
The entry fcc for the• m~c is $4.00
277-4347:
in udvancc; $5.00 mt the day or the

will
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Free Summer Travel
li
•i·

Juniors and Seniors who qualify for the Navy's Civil or Nuclear
Engineering Programs are given all the privileges of active duty
military personnel plus $850 a month. This includes government free travl anywhere in the world. The Navy offers paid
Slimmer fun! Call the Engineering Programs Manager at 766·

Lady Golfers Reflect on Careers at UNM,
Anticipate National Tournament in Tulsa

2335.

For A Lasting Smile!
Dr. Ed Romero D.D.S.
l<'amily Dentistry
Invites UNM Students, Faculty, & Staff
to enjoy our <.·omplete Dental Services
Call292-4940 for Appointment
Offi('e hours: 8:00 to ~:00 Mnn.-Fri.

hnnilv Dt>ntistry

Sat. AppointmentsAvailahl(•
9212 Montgomery NE

Buying auto insurance is no fun ...

-c~~et!ing lower rates might help

265-5695
CARLISLE AT GIBSON
1611 CARLISLE BLVD. SE
HOURS: MON-FRI

9:30-5:00

G E Ic 0

THE GOOO OFIIVEFI COMPANY

Capelli Should Search Here
For Future Baseball Players

Darryl J,awson
As the sun sets on another
women's golf team regular season
and the team prepares for the
national tournament, two seniors
reflected on wbat, for them, has
been a sucessful career.
Kim Eaton and Patty Curtiss,
who both helped lead the Lobo's to
their regional win, said they ended
their careers with a lot of fond
memories and now are looking
forward to promising futures.
Curtiss, a native of Tacoma,
Washington, said she felt some of
the high points about coming to
UNM were meeting people and

playing on a team that was like a
family,
Curtiss, whose best round was a
70 at the Lady Aztec Invitational in
San Diego, said the thing she
regretted the most was that she had
to spend so much time away and at
times she was always behind in
school.
Curtiss is a physical education
major and says she wants · to
continue her education and not
become a professional golfer.
Eaton, the other senior on the
team and also a physical education
major, said she liked school a lot
and enjoyed golfing, "with a great
bunch of girls."

Steve King
Sports Commentary

The Greeley, Colorado native,
whose best round was a 72 at UNM
South during regionals, said she is
going to play professionally and
plans to start next week in a minitour event in California.
Both girls said golf coach Henry
Sandles was possibly the best in the
business.
Sandles said the girls were both
solid players who displayed rare
leadership ability, which was one of
the reasons they were given the golf
team's leadership award.
Sandles said when he recruited
the girls he was looking for people
who could shoot between 77 and
80, which both girls did.

'
l

Lobo baseball coach Vince
Cappelli, after a mediocre 24-30
seaso'n, left this week on a
recruiting trip that will lead him in
to the east and midwest searching
for the good arms, big sticks and
speed that will make winning teams
for the University of New Mexico.
Or will it? One just cannot tell
whether the players that he signs
will pan out to gold or to rocks.
Cappelli has done this same thing
every year and it has gotten him
nothing but sore armed and
troublesome athletes.
The best players to come to UNM
are from right here in New Mexico,
Jn past years, it has been
Albuquerqueans like Mike Foote
(Del Norte), Kyle Rutledge (Sandia)

and Rob Hoover (Del Norte) that in the last inning. He was always
have been the most consistant there when Cappelli needed
players to play here.
someone to come in and give them a
'this year, New Mexicans Andy needed out.
Trujeque (Belen), Jim Sharpe
When injuries struck .down the
(Highland), Keil Higgins (Del top three Lobo first· basemen,
Norte) and Larry Harrison (Sandia) Manzano grad Wes Daniels stepped
were mainstays in a futile Lobo in and did a formidable job of
attack. Trujeque hit eight homers, filling in. Teammate Bobby
knocked in 37 runs and batted .378 Martinez put in an excellent work at
which is not bad for a player who second base every time out, as did
has been treated like a sewage senior pitcher and captain Bobby
disposal plant since arriving here Rivera in four years of work as a
three years ago. Higgins and Sharpe Lobo.
had half of the wins on a brutal
So, my advice to Coach Cappelli
pitching staff which had its share of is to come back to New Mexico,
injuries and frustration all year since there are many fine athletes
long. Sharpe (6-2) had both of the that would die for a chance to play
Lobo's WAC wins, including a for the Lobo team. Cappelli could
great
performance
against save a lot of money and time if he
nationally-ranked Hawaii. Higgins would recruit in-state players that
was brilliant early in the season in are as good as the players he finds
relief, winning three straight games elsewhere.

Graduating without a Job?
Earning a degree doesn't guarantee you a job. Industry ts
looking for experience and credentials a~1d .where. can you
get it? A Navy officer can acquire responslbii!IY; ~raining, ex·
perience, plus have fun traveling and somalmng m four
years and become very marketable to private industry. We
can offer you jobs in aviation, personnel management, ac·
counting and marketing, and eng_lneeri~g. just to na~1e a
few. Benefits are better than ever 1nclud1ng 30 days paid to
success ...
GO NAVY for the experience of a lifetime.
Contact:
Navy 0 fficer Programs,
First National Bank Bldg.,
5301 Central,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87108,
(505) 766·2335.

Gabriel, Osborne Shine in Intersquad Football Workout
Quarterbacks Robin Gabriel and
David Osborne, locked in a duel for
the starting position, both showed
their skills in a 19-3 win for the red
squad over the white in the annual
spring intersquad game.
Osborne completed six of seven
passes for l 02 yards and two touchdowns despite a sore thumb.
Gabriel was eight for 13 and had
one touchdown pass called back on
a penality.
Steve Warfield, the quarterback
for the white team, had a tough
evening, completing two of nine

passes for 13 yards against
primarily the first team defense.
Warfield also had one pass intercepted by Reggie Waites.
Senior-to-be Jim Brooks was the
leading runner for the evening,
rushing four times for 23 yards.
Highland graduate Robert
Brown was the leading reciever for
the red squad during the sixty
minute workout. Brown caught
four passes for 80 yards, including
a 40 yard touchdown strike from
Osborne.

CONTEST Between Pac•man & Carnival
From May 6 to May 1<7
CASH PRIZES!
University
Dry CleaninQ·Wash-Drv+olds

Mike Carter, returning to the
squad after an one year absence, set
up and scored the first touchdown
of the game. His first reception of
the game, good for 42 yards, set up
his own three yard touchdown
jaunt.

·. .

L£~~ry
·.

The only score of the game for
the White squad was a 33 yard field
goal by walk-on Perry Larson.
Practice for next season's opener
with Houston begins for the varsity
August 12, with the freshman
reporting August 6.

ONE FREE GAME WITH AP through May 1 7
Urntt 2 ads per doy; No cash valu<·

UCL .
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Aikido: The Art of Not Conflicting

we listen

•• f lw krd~ ro~rcd when I puppc·d m•
:1ppcr m front ul the. dJ" l nnn
th.uu!lht rt w." pm'oJhlc. hut .!n'ak
of 4 wcch I ion 4 drc'' 'olzc,

Aikido is a martial art rooted in the enlightment
experience of ()'Sensei, Morehci Uyeshiha.
It is bast•d upon a philosophy of non
violen(•e. The train in11; is rigorous.

UNMStudent
Help Center

2626CentraiSE. · ·
Ph. 265•9916
· :

UNM trsckstsr ow8 yne Rudd pushes for the finish in the200meter run. !Photo by Randy Montoya)

Today, May 6 in the S. U.B.
Rm. 231 E from 8-9 p.m.

Women's Gymnastics Coach Signs Recruits

Organizational meeting of UNM Aikido Club. Discussion will he led by David
Birt, Chief Instructor AlbutJtH'rque Aikido, Dojo, U.S.A.F.

LoulsKobll

Training for new volunteers will take place
during the stunmer semester. Agora will be
open during the break. We're located at
the NW corner of Mesa Vista Hall. Our
number is 277-3013.

The UNM women's gymnastics
team has been doing some
recruiting for next season and has
signed three gymnasts so far, Coach
Claudia Cagle said.
Cagle said the three new recruits
she signed will definitly benefit the

team to make it one of the best in
the country.
The three are Audrey Hughes
from Landenberg, Pennsylvannia,
Cyndi Backman from. S~crante!-tto,
California, and Cnstme Ris.er,
from Albuquerque's Cibola High
School.

Claire Love, Maggie Hasbrook,
Valerie Lamar, Lisa Fuller, and
Tracy Weaver will return for UNM
next year.
Graduating senior Marilyn
Denison will also return to be an
assistant coach.

ALBUQUERQUI£
4919 Prospect N.E.
884-:3662
WEIGHT REDUCTION CENTERS

c;,,ntrc !)'(.tudt•\

Frt•Jieh American
Study CenlPr

franl'o-am(>rkain

MUSIC

Learn French in France!

.

Study program in Normandy. C~Jmplete immersion approach. All levels-even begmners.

CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST
UNM'S

LITERARY/FINE

On Sale Now
AtThese Locations:

ARTS

MAGAZINE

Marron Hall, Rm. 131
ASA Gallery

•..
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \i.
·•,

UNM Bookstore

*4

VOLUME

IV

Offering:

FREE AIR FARE
MUSIC

ISSUE

1

For details on all our prog;rams CALL: 299-7838
(Albuquerque representative and former program
participant)

Fine Arts Museum
Living Batch Bookstore
Student Bookstore
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mR'J'MF;NT MANAGER NJ:<:I';OJm to manage
new 16-plex UlWilhomt: m exl!haugc for partial r-ent,
pr~lcrubly m:uurl.l couple. 2511·1 f"SlJ,
296·4026
C\Cmngs.
5111
(~o~:U SllMMt:R DAY camp needs program staff,

4. Housing
('O!'iHWf1tA'l t<: <lUY TO ~hare hou~c wHh other
'>l'"Wltl~ .. wd~nt<;. Nn rlrup~. sm1Jkm_g. hnm~hcd.
Walkmg U1~tam:e. HltWD $160 plu., $40 depo~JL

CHANCE

~~

('OMPA(T i\PARlMENTS. 215 Yalo
!).b. at l cad. Studto apnittnenl~ near store~ and
UNM $1/lOnnonlh, tree uUhtieo;. $12.5 deptl~it. No
t h1h.Jrcn, pC!\, or roommates. Sec manager at
apartmen!IW(t ur call24V~543 or 881-5940
51] 1

COOl. QUlf<:T I<:FFICU.NCY $129 plu!i electdcit~.
Jv.t!l\le mmtll('~ to UNM. (Jarden ~race; unlimited
5/11
watcr . .2.S52221.
1'3i01i'MC:nrs. QUIEJ TWO hcdroom fumi~1Jcd
Iown home apartment. J JOO ~quare Ject, ~tora"-e,
'li15{1. lh1htie~ pa1c.l. 110 pet<.. children. 842.·0925. tfn
I·:X('I,USIVJ<, ONl'; llE.DROOM, heat, utilities paid.
!-!cHirity, Laundry, walk to UNMilVl. 147-9675,
.!44 fllJ;tl.
_
!ill t
f.OR
RENT.
IWFICH<;NCY
apaumcnt.
$1XO 00 'munrh, all utilitim. paid. Air conditioned
··wimming: pool. laundry fa<:!Jiue~. ft)r mnre m:
furmauon L"Ontacl restdcnt manager, 1410 (,irard
N.I:. 266-8192, 2~5-6256 or R98-7Sl7.
tfn
fi:.MAI.E ROOMMA11<: WANTF.U to share three

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

toedw(lm

hou~e in Wa~hington/Cornan~:hc area near
h1ke path. $13l.OOrmonth p!u.~ ullhtie~. Yi\rd.
!IUf<lgc, '>lurage. Call Rubyn, 884-6759, RR4·2999.

The last edition of this

5/Il
HOt 'SJ•. JOit Rl':~ f. June/July. 1 hree bedroom, J
1,4 b.uh~ Beamed ce1lmg~. J•enced }ani. Complete!~·
turm'>hed J45.1(}0::i, 277-5305.
5t6

semester' sDaily Lobo will be
published Monday, May 11. Classified
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lHlh IAith quiet male rarHmte 'JIUdcnt, 28. for roomy
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'' 11
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cndwrtising deadline for that issue is Noon Friday.
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3. Services
I HIM,, I'OI'n:lllll~(.,
mcd1cal. legal, tccllnl~::tl.

()ur number 1<; 277·JOI~.
5· tt
JL'\J(.Ill'- Ol" (·or t"!'tfBl'S H;U at t ead and Sprw:C
' i no.,.,. ,J,allable fm rent (or dame>:., partle~ and
t":.'~Jy.JJ!tlm. 2~6-'-:llr'l•.leaH.! me,.o;d~c.
S tt
\JOM ...,lt'\T f'OR ~uu. a free ka1oo' Wild Wc~t
\1u~~~
'C 11

\ttsr('. D.\ "'ieF. POEl R\'-fe~tuung thU'.:; I-ncnds
.ami tl)t;' M<irhan J·unk E11•e:mblc all form-; uf amalga.
llHI\1~-hu.Iil" Ma-, 8 and AmonfiOl!!-·POdt~-Oarn•-e
M!hcw.l!: v.nh nr1ginal dance bv l a.ne tuca~ (music
l1\ lm1 ~~hctknbauml 011 Saturday May 9-an Perh\:f11an~.:""" llcgm at R 15 p.m m the F'!lperitr.cntal
11K•omc ~ba~ement of Jl'opCJO~·futc Am}. Adm1~\ion
J H'f." t OlltCf!tl~lt'"i ';lmth.,..e'>t Performance Senes
llJH!
5,6.
Nl.-:1- U WO~n.~ SO.FTBALI. pla~ets fQr :-;tnw·pJtch
red leJg:ue tl'am. Jtllm. 817 ·28?2 Shannon. 292-M:lZ.
6/ll
"-:A'TlON AI. 1- RISJ1f..E iDlS('J compcutton:
s.uunla" ami "'utH.lav, May 'Jth and IO!h. UNM
h1lm~nn !·u:ld.l-rce.
5r6
!'llf,F.O TWO ('FfF. female~ for <;Ummer bowling
I hur~day 9 1' m. Mu\t hi\\C wn~e (1f humor. 87'14.14ft. Ja~.
Sill
I)REG"'iAS('\' TI·.SUNG& ('Ol'NShiJN(J, Ph(')ttt'
i4'"' 9819
tfn
l'<\S~WORi ANO lDE:-.iTIFlCATION ~\hOl()~. 3 ror
'S~.~0!1 I ov.e~t pw;ec; m town! h1~t. )1(t::a~mg, ncar
t'N'-1 C. ilfl 26'\ 244•1 nt t:OIIIC ((I 1117 (Jiratd aJvd,
~~

tfn

11 IZZA ('ITY SI'M'lAI.. Two sl1r,;t~ of cheese prna
Jtlr $1.jO plu'> tJ.x Villh purchase of a ltngt ~oft dnnK
attd this a:c.1 I ~7 Harvard Sl! One half bltH:k south of
( cntral Ad g(1od SllHU through !i.e IOlfO.
5!6
IIOBEI!T I.~"!Cif INVITF$ you to AS11NM
~ummer. rail ~66·0987, 277-552.8.
5/11
1tiE A.SA t:Al..I.EltY tr. nowacec(ltlng proposal~ for
c~hlhlliml~ dunnp; the rail '8L~prutg '82 SCrriC~tct.
l nr n1ore mformation call 271-2.667 or Vl~l! the
gnllery.
.5, II
1 HROUOU THf. f:n:;.'; of a ch1Jd. it story ta touch
the hcarL Come ~cetny Wrt'l on earth. l hursday, May
"',7:00p.m. SUB231-t>. free.
516
Wf. 801 t>fSl'Jt.IDOlORS Prcscnfl[ion eyeglass
(ram<.!~. Gree"nWtch Vlllag~ (Li!i'i.J1ofl Slyles), gold,
runlo~'>, $5. f.50, resolar 165.00. P11y I!'!'>~ OJ.)ucians.
SOO'i' Mettaul NE.
tfn
DUl BOOKS. ta11268·9189 ot 266·0012. S/11

w•:

PROOI'/Uc~III"'G:
"tft.\UI<,i~,and

:general

~';2,il'ITIIO: . .:!M·Of!ti-7.

7(191

,,t ,'\.ie-..,1 \ 1~1a lfalt

.::b!~-zou,,

,__

Htntth' l~tt' ~ummer ~cme:.tcr v.c ,\111 be
1•Jmw~· ;;c,,. 'li~JlUtJiees~ j.\g(1ra l"locater..lar !heN\\
~·,ln('f

purr:.-

:q•mnp·.
5111
t'()('NO;J'A< KI·j·- 0~ grM~ nc..u .f;t'~rnalism
Uuild111g. ( nmc rn !\1.urun Hall, Romn 131 to
dc'l~.rTh~alld da1111.
:; 'J t
I EFl A r .tii~lN Chm l'ool, m1d·lcngth. tan
lc..tlh~r J~r;.kt't <\pnt ll, 11181 fclcphnne 265·5%3.

A('('l'RACY

:..ru,('

s

11
fOt ''h KlMARihh. t tmw 1n Marrun ii:iTI~
l~f•ndJUU\ulllti~MlO.
5,11
f()~~)i-IJIICk W ASS J~ ucar !\~di
\llht'tl!ll l>t.• Lrthc .u1d "t.um o.11 I~ I \1a.rr~)ll I latl.

•\r.11~..t It ..,,~unred 10 talk, tall uo; or ~orne by.
·~t·'u; "J"It'tl ..1U ~eJ.r wund We a.rc ahtl a rcftrral

\\ t/rr

wa~unal"ile mtc~

~ftl

!a' ARA:-iTEEO. TYPING at
IDM Seia:tm.. Jud.,., R2l 8601 299~
.(,;2$
rcpml~.

remme5. 299·
8/2.4
AC<"llRA1 E, t:XPf.iii&NCEO nPIST. College
816
work. tc5ume<;,lran~~:ribilig. 294·01(17,
Bt''\ AND Stl.L )"ilur u~c:d tcJttbook<J at the UNM
reliitb(lok Co-or, room 24A. sun Ba'l~mcnt.
-;r11
('0MPI.t:1 E t.AWN SI•:RVJ("t:.,c.; rolvtllhn_g I~ LO 25
mo~t:r~ 293·8914
5111
~X.Pl•:RTI,\' PRI:o<iTEI) T..MURTS and cap~ ft.Jr
dub~. ream~. busiM~~e<t. Br.,t prices. Evc-{lmg.'i. 26$At TYflST. PAPERS, SBt

~9 ..0

S; 11

0578, Nick.

F.Xl'EIIU:NI'EO TYP!ST-f:NGLISII MA, cditot,
rmbli<ohcd Yintcr. l"'.ditmgA..,ailable. 266-9550. 7 30
•.MiT, A('('IfkATJ::T\ PI~G. iypcr1ght. 265·52()).
Slll
GllllAR LESSONS: 'ROCK, classlci!l~ folk, jau.
Threr: cxp~rt t~achers. Marc·~ Gtntar S1udio. 2:65·
nt~

tfu

1NSTllt'(''fiON JN DRAWISG and printing
f•»gltm Ntnwich School of Watcrcofor and Maroger
ml painting merl1t1h1. ("hisSes beg.tn May 4. 6 and 7.
Call P1rmcotheque lH 345·1330.
516
MA TllTU'TORIN(;. 247·9J4S.
5. II
Mil Til H'TORING. 100·162!!80. $H:hr 268 0491.
5/11

(l!'fl("!;s f'OR RENT $50-$75. 121 Yale SE, 2422.222.
PIWHt<;SIONAL

Sill
papers,

TYPIST. TIIF:.'W.S,
techmt::d, etc. I ElM Sclecw~;. 299-1355.
5/11
r-~onr...~MONAL TVPJN(; stmvu:r. at student
nHc5'! 1crm P<lfiers and rc'>earch paper~ In 24 hours.
carr t'mdce, 265-59.24, 8-'i p.m. or 821-0612, .S-10
51!1

,,,Jll,

QA TYPI~G SJ.:RVl('E: A ct•mplete ryping and
cduonn! sy\tem Technkal, gcnemr, legal, medica!,
~1.:holamc C'ham & 1.a:bles. 345-2125.
[rn
~l'kiN(i GUITAR Tl!Nl:~urs. Restring your thing!
SL1per !.lring-~elcc!ibli nl W1ld We~! Mu~h:. 243-2229.

~""=-.o==~====--=---'S!II
iYPP"~G, WORD PltO('ESSING, cdifingf tlatn
~roce~~iruh delivery. 268·81?6 or265-5483.
Sill
TYPING. REASONAnU:1 COMPR1'F.NT1 extJcricnccd, Ct\llc~~ or bu.sine~~ work, including
tcchmcal f\latistmtl. U~ing corrceUlble S!!ltctric. 296·

6299.

l/11

TYPJ~(;~fo'AST,

ACCUltATJ<:,JBM Selectric. 266·

OORS.
5,5
TYPI"'GSEI\VIn: CWS!.loUNM. C•11247·3ll9.
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0"->Jl<. fii-:l>ROOM A.PAHlMENT. 1\~t' hhJ~,;k'> from
1 ~M SJ"~r;,no.nn, $100.[>11 tl J. 110 prh. H2J·8601.
Jl.}lJ

7(191.

!ldl

Rl'.'\1 l'UI( lf:'l( \' UJn <,Ui'rlniCt lurnl'•hcd ~mall
\'Jrd '>wamp -..oolcr near l'nner~ll~ 1 VI $11 'i inLiud~
Utllillt''>2611 5lR4.
5:11
~( MMf.U SESSIOS UAilC.iAI!'t pcrilltl, 61l!i-8 '10
S4<:U r.ctt, }tlU Llelu'<c an wru.htione'd mw bedroom
.tp<Jrlrnc-JU unh ont' block II• l~N'~1. Tv.o beJ:moms,
"S~"U hel:' lUihliC~. vnr,ll~ Uou•.c-, 14J ( l'lumbtll,
ZM~·floCi::!l>. h:..tdnna !Juu~c. JOl Harvard, 265-493).
6 II
SOI.Ait i\.OOIH-: HOMI': fur S!ilc. ( lo~c 10,
l 'nn·Cr'tilv. <.,cpilrate front rcnhd fmu'ic pan onc·ha[f
mnng.\l~C pavmcra Grc:u m~o-c~tmt'nt W. Mahoney,
'waiJghan< l)., R21-4432, 2!15·2122.
S!l 1
Sl 1MMf'.R Slfoun. Stl!i·Brt-5. One bedromn
dov.nhiV..fl Quiet nei~hborhtmll. SJSO. 242-0257.
l't77

14~4

5<6

llU, ('11 AOHL·SPPE.ll8 lo~ation ncar UNM &
thw.nwv.n. 13u~ .o;cr..,i.::e tt,ery 30 mmutcs. I bcdr<:l()m
t~r clfu.:ieucy, frc1m $2:05. All uuhliC\ paid. Deluxe
klh;hcn V.lth d1"'ihwa~J1er & dnpo..al. re~teauon room.
'•'"<Jmlmng pool, TV room & laundry. Adull complex.
~·1~. 1:520 Hm\<ctSliY NE. 243,2494
tfn
TWO IJEIJROOM APARTMENT. Quiet, residcnual
mu~hborbood. <·arpct. drapco:;, WiD roughin.
$:!40 month plu"¥ clc;;tm:, ratl 1 he Prop..:rt!r'
ttrnfc•.~uma:h. fiR l-fllM~ 842· tfi75.
5.'11
$;t00;momll plu~
t1t1ht1c:.. ND pels, t:hildrcn, smokers. Near UNM, 1.680491
Stll
OSM ARK.\ t .. BtmHOOM Apt. for rent. La11293.t070 after 5:00p.m. No Pels.
5111

TWO

JJEOltOOM

Cham;sa Bookshop
visit us at our new addr!!S$
1602 Central 5,[_
2 blks W. of University Blvd.
.
243-3100

HOUSt:.

WAN'JEil: St;MM:I<:R SL!Bl.Ef or rcn!al by lawyer
muple relocating to Albuquerqut-, Call 505·368-4317
ot 368·4486.
$16
WANTI<:D SOT\-U;O!'-IE TO mblca~c my apartment 5·

--

IR!oR·t!'f 265 5'185.

SILl

5. ForSale

BEt.OW APfRAlSAt ...os campus- excellent
cnnditJOn·charming 3·bedroom, Two and one-half
b<Hh'i. umquc- den featuring hand-hewn beam~ and
maswrc stone ftrepJace. Mexican tile in kitchen. Low
interest ratt:s! Walk to das~ or llO~pjt<ll. SU .Zone.
Call Now! Lit 299-1509~ Gallery or Homes, 298-7438.
$79,900.00
Sill
ENGAGEMENt ANO WEDDING tings. Save
money. Many ~tyfcs. C'all Jerry, 881 9874 c~enings
and weekend"s.
516
fOR SALF.~ GOOI) little el~tric: Oliw.::td typewriter
mo.oo afler 6:00p.m. 891·1169.
S/6
FIAT 1974, J2!, gopd eOJ1dit1on. Standard, 268-6t9i
Sill
1971 1-JONUA 1SQ. Must see to apprt'C.Jatc. Kctvin at
266·0476 after4:00 p.m.
.S/6
MEN'S l1~1NCH tct1·S(.leed. Mmr cond1lion. David.
268,6545.

5/6

MICROSCOPE-OLYMPUS CH-Il.ld<al for mcdtcal
'>lUdent. Like new, $800 A fUH five, 345-4626.
511 l
llOI)<;f<:RS DRt1M SET, five piece~ Zildjan cymbah,
.S/ll
flbrc ca~cs. $995. 277<1084.
RAU:IGU 1EN" Sl,EED 24 melt rrame, Reytlold~
5:\ I tuhlng. $175.00 or be~t offer. 266·0406.
S/6
SAXOPHONl:-BlH·'FET rENOR SAX, cx.ccllelll
condition, .$.S.SObcst orfer. Aflcr five 345-4626, 5111
hAMPO DJ..ACK AND white l2 tnt:h T.V., excellertt
cond1tlon $50.001 277-4588.
5/11
SANYO 'fUNt>:R~TURNTADtE- ca<;sctte deck,
~pcakcr~. S1S.OO. 247-9520.
$/11
1911 TOYOTA COROLlA wagon. 82,000 rnilc<v.
New dutch, umve:r~aJ~ rctir brake~. turtC•up, four
~~~e:ed. AMf~M c.a\~eue ~tct~:o. Nice In aud ou~. $800,
With talk. Call Jo~h at 294-1003, .aJtcrnoons ot
C\Ct)ill,!j~.
5/6
197:J WV DUG clCcellcnr running cond11ion and bt,dy.
Two .,nbw tJre~ $1200. 298·1948.
5/6
{978 YAMAHA SRSOO, SOOO ttJiles. Immaculate red.
Man}' extra~• .$1449. Alan. 294-7003, after 6 p.m.
5/ll

CONTACT LENS
SALT TABLETS $4.50
B&L SQUEEZE BOTT~E.S .
$2.00
.

.casey Optical Co.
'

•

(~~dei'Of$WlST

"7'

crt R•xan Dr1.1g)

L MAS .t.TWASIIINQTOH

general coum~Jors, recreation leader~. Monctay~
!·nday. 9:15 a.m •. j:4!i p m. Camp in T1jeras Canyon.
fl.tli'>!WHatiuu pto\idet!. 618/~U through B/22/81.
Vo!tmn:er plu'>$60.00/\\-·eek. 247~8841,
S/6
DISABI.EO GRAD. SlUJ)ENT needs primary and
l1ack up attendants. St..urting Summer Term. Will
tram. Wrile DDG, 7 Scotland, Pueblo, Colo.
5111
I<;Ft'J<X'T,rvr•: JOH FJ:-IOING te~hniques. ~areer
llllormatJO», lc~lltlg to tliscovcr new optiom, job
refcrnlo,, 1and couo~cling by expQrienced Ph.lJ.
p~ychtJlogi~t. No feeinfor.rnf!Uon ~c!mon. 2Sfi-J553.
l/11
l•:X~ANDIN~ COMf•ANY NI<:EOS 20 people, pan~
flme Qr full·Wne. $l60-$320wecJ•. Mu~t be- IB with
car. For appollntment call fro1n 11 a.m.- 1 p.m. oJll)',
Mon·Fri, 292-7679.
!ill 1
MUSICIANS NEEDEO FOR money maKing tu!!k
band that plays oldies and new wa\le, c,mta~t John
tmd ,ey 292-322R.
6! J1
PART TIME JOlJ gradllale st1.1dcnt~ qnly, After~
noon!:- and CV'l"llill!\S. Must b~ahlctowork Friday and
Sarurday night<>. Must be 21 years old, Apply h1

penon. no phone calls., ple<He. Saveway Liquor
Store~ at ~7041.oma'l N.E., 5516 Menaul N.E.
tfn
PR'EMEO 'llllOR WANTED. High MCAT scores.
bee!! em pay. References. 265.2524.
Sill
SI•:Nums. MIPPI.EMF:NT YOUR income ttl
$10QO,f!iomh. Pn.rt 1lmc. Will tram ~harp, arnbilious
rcr~on m PR. markeling, Object: To own your ow:n
bu~mc~s. Mr. Stevens, 898~J21!i,2 p.m.-6 p.m.

516

SWIM INSTnFC'TOHS NEEm:n for Hoighll
YMCA. Need ~rrrcnt cerlificnlion. Inlcr..,.1ew,: from
2:00·4:00 p.m., M,W,!-. A~k for Mary, 4901 Indian
Sill
ochool N.E.
SUMMER JOBS. WORK in O:<.~'iual office. Wear what
>Olllike. $~.50 per hour rlus bonus. Part-time. Appl)'
107·Ci Girard S.£:.9-1 or!i·S.
!i•ll
W()HK I.()NCi OR shon term asSlF;tlments thl'i
wmmer. witn Dunhill Tem]mrariC'o. W(: rleed typim.
. . c..:rctanc~. u.mU procec;~or<;, keypunch op~raton.
dvrk• illitl laborer~. Call t'mdy for mtlrc !nformamm
on . . ummcr Jtlb oppurtumtle~. 1ll2·1fl71. t717
I oUi<;i;:mu N.I·.
5,11

includ~

water !ilding,

Colorado Sunday~, mountain voyages. For details
(;i:lll Robert I.un~h. 266·0987.
5111
AS\INM SJ.:NATE PRESENTS. Refngerators,
PI1Lli~tH1c~. R.E.O. and much more.
SrJ I
('ANOE! RAF'TI KAYAK! We !lave boat~, ac·
.:::e\'iurU::~. le~~oon~. rentals, and lots of free -e:xpertise.
May Spectal~~:auy J) raf[ or J;;moe and receive two
free Mohawk paddles. Prec:eplion Kayak~, regularly
$489, now $449. Mountam!>and J(ivers, 2320 Central
S.E. Call268-4876.
Sill
OFF'JCt; SJ•ACf. FOR tease. Smal! and large
a'Vailablc. One b!o~k from UNM. Fun scrvict: !e.a~c:-.
Call The Prm~erty Profe~~ionals, 8.81-6166 nr 821·
~258 evenings.
.Sill
!'l'MMF.R VACATION SPECIAL. Individu<t.l S by
lQ fl. \elf ~wrage units. Only $17.25 per month. UStor·lt Mint Storilge, 2640 Baylor Dri.,e SE. 242.~
1100.
Sl6
Tll.A.VEL DUF.FLE..", DAY.PACKS, D.C. carpenter
Jean:,.;,lll at great prkt:s. Kaufman's West. a real
Army.. Navy ~tore. 504 YaleSE. 256-0000.
5111

NEW MEXICO-~-----

•

at

WANTEI) TO BUY: 35' mm t;tmerll. with .SO mm lem,
y,;ith or withour equipment. Reasonable. Call 266"i48S.afler!Oa.m.
"5/li

I
I

9. Las Noticias

!:

uf the

~eme-ster in

Marc L Mervis

Abmact

bpurult\C" and Jewelry I'xhibllian, ~h,smg rcceptil.m.
lndJ\, ~1.w R, 1981 at 7:00p.m. ASA <ta!lcry. Sr6

J"HR(>l GH lUl•: t:\'ES of a l'11iltl, a :stor> to touch

th~

heart. Cnrne ~oee my turn on earl h. Thur:.day, Mav

?, "::Uilp.m Sl'B :Hl-ll. f·r~e.

..

5'6

.

-·

\\ f'lJl'Y BOOKS Cu ll"6ii
•
9189 or .."~66 ' 002"

-

.."' J I

~65•88~6.

7. Travel
DIU\'l!'!..li; TO RO('KA,~AY Hca~h, New York. W11t
take one m!cr to •,hare dn~mg and expenses. Call
Billy bctwei!Jl 5:00 dlld "·00 r m. onlo,.\ Phone 89S·

!884.

t
f

I

"P ic·Me·Up's"
Stirn ulant Capsules

DRIVING F.J\ST-MASSA<'Ill'SETI K~ Nee-U rider~,

all Sleu:, 277 ~ss.
sJ ll
Fl.VJNG TO 1 AMPA or New OrJcnm 5!31 ~r later?
Wdl help pay ;-our tkkel for aco:omranyJng moe-year
old Stanley, 243-62.82. duy; 897-3589 .et,;emng<o. .~'11
I ~f..J.D A rtdc to Wmbington O.e. 243·2l(i'i, .,'i!ll

~

II
i

"For that fine
lite feeling"

5J 11

• Warning: Stimulants can be dangerous to
your health if taken in grli!aler than prescrib·
ed dosages. You must be 18 or older ta pur·

chase.

1744 Menaul NE

'

I

1\

2807 San Mateo NE
1900 Cenlral SE

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
46 Minister
48 Fish
49 Catalogs
50 Disconsolate
52 School:
Abbr.
56 Title: Abbr.
16u-57 Walkover
Dreamer1'
60Aslan17 Traverse
61 Remove
19 Truck
62 Jutlanders
20 Door sign
63 Letter
21 Canadian
64 Raves
rebel
65 Bevel
22SanDOWN
24 Asian land
1 Breton or
26 Reflect
Cod
27 Resounds
2Tap
30 Shows grati· 3 Italian city
tude
4 Discourses
5 Head cover
32 Hammer
33 Fetch
6 Bear
34 Pronoun
7 Death rattle
8 Single
37Wahaos
38 Elk's kin
9 Deposit
39 Extra
10 Listening
40 Tokyo, once 11 Pastimes
41 Needs
12 Insect stage
42 Craze
13 Large house
43 Cheer:
18 Garments
2Words
23 Annoy
45 Churchman 25 Leftist

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Wednesday's PtJzzle Solved
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The American Assembly of
Collegiate Schools of Business has
alleged the Anderson Schools of
Management may be in violation of
some of its rules.
"We did receive word some time
ago that there is a possibility that
we may be put on probation. There
is nothing definite," said Alice
Williams, assistant to the ASM
dean.
"It really isn't a very serious
matter. We're a long way from
being put on probation. If the
charge; are valid, they could easily
be corrected," said Provost
McAllister H. Hull Jr.
The Lobo was unable to obtain a
copy of the letter sent to the school
last month that lists specific
allegations made by the accrediting
body.
ASM Associate Dean William S.
Peter~ said Sunday night the letter
addresses "technical standards and
references to rules. It is an accumulation of small things we have
to respond to prior to next
November before we have a
meeting with them (AACSB)."

President William E. "Bud"
Davis said he talked last month
with ASM Dean Jerry L. Jordan
about the allegations made by the
accrediting body. Davis said they
were concerned about the per·
centage of Master of Business
courses taught by visiting faculty or
part-time faculty.
"I don't feel there is any im·
mincnt danger of any sudden
change," Davis said,
Hull said if the problems proved
to be true and any dispute arose,
"they (AACSB) would have to
come out !lnd investigate. They
would write a report and we would
have to respond."
At its April 21 meeting, the
Board of Regents formally approved a two-year leave of absence
without pay for Jor-dan, who awaits
formal nomination by Ronald
Reagan and confirmation by the
Senate to the President's Council of
Economic Advisers,
He would JOm Murray L.
Wcidenbaum, the chairman of the
council, and William A. Niskanen,
whose formal nomination has not
yet gone to the Senate. Jordan's
leave becomes effective May 16.

I

An 18-year-old Albuquerque
man wa., indicted h:l' a grand jury
and arraigned in district court
Tu~~day in connection with the
April 5 murder of a UNM
:-rrphomore and the stabbing of
another.
Michael Ouzman was indkted on
munlcr,
attempted murd~r.
criminal "'~-Ml pcnetrati<'ll in th~

~~~~~~

of Ne'\ Mexico
political sdence Profes~or Fred
Harris has been awarded a
fulbright grant to study state
governments in Mexico_
Harris will research the relative
importance of certain state
g,wernm~lll' in the making 1md
imp!t:m;:n1ation of national ptllicy
in Mexico. He will leave for Mexico
later this month and return to UNM
in Augu~t.
A former U.S. Senator from
Oklahoma, Harris joined the UNM
political science faculty in 1976 as a
visiting professor. In 1977 he ac-

44 Man's nickname
45 Jelly
46 Fissure
47 Thread
48 Sleds
50 Cereal
51 Unless
53 Amah
54 Narrow: Pre!.
55 Sample
58 Eon
59 Egos
7.~~~

,,
I
1

'~c<md

d<•gree, two count> of
kidnapr:ng and tampering with
evidence by a grand .im y.
District Judge Geral!! R. Cole .,et
bond at $100,000.
Assistitnt Distrkt Attorney Ray
Padilla said Guzman's trial might
he held in August.
Padilla ath!cd Gu7man h
pleading innocuat.

Fred !-farris A\varded Grant
Univer~i1y

26 Lion feature
27 Weapon
28 Chilled
29 Composition
30 Pledge
31 Sibilate
33- tide
35 Small group
36 1rlsh name
38 Brandy
39 On the fringe
41 Utler softly
42 Hombre
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National Frisbee Competition came to Johnson Field this weekend. A California team, Margaret
"Mugsy" Curtis (left) and G. Kirtland (right) took first place in the Women's Freestyle, and are accumulating points for international competition in fate August. (Photos by Bill Wechter)

Police Escorts Still Top Priority
Indictments Delivered Despite Work-Study Budget Cuts

d

ACROSS
1 Labrador's
finder
6 Skirmish
11 Cloudy
14 Armadillo
15 Rajah's mate

0

Ma11agement School
May Be in Violation

COME. TO UNM Ua1lroom Dance Club's spectacular
spring rornJal May I, 8:00 p.m. to midnight in the
:SUB Ballroom!!! Refreshment~ nnd stude11t en·
tcrtauunem providc::d. Advunce tickets: $2.00
mcmher, $.3.00 11on-mcmber. A.t door: $3.00 and
$4.00. Cu112'17·5.S74 or 881-3087.
511
DON'T GET RWPED off by the bookstore. We buy
te\tbaoks for more and sell them for Jess. UNM
T~!>!:IP(lOk Co·op. New locatmn, room 24A SUB
Da~cmcnt.
Sill
H()t:~;t;SJTl'ING. FREE 01' charge. Professional
couple in mm"ill will care for ~our house 111 June. 26!i6177.
5/fl
MORI·; CASH FOR your used textbook'!. tiNM
Te~tb0(1k ·t'O·Op. Nev. location, room 24A, SUB
lla~emcrn.
5. '11
~A fl()NAL
FRJSUlm [DISC) competh1on
Smurd;n .md ~undav, t\1uy 9th aml lOth. UNM
Julm~tl11 !·1cld force.
!i'(!
l'lfl~ 1 A~ I SHOW

0
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compare and save
J
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<AMPIIS

FOR LOBO

APJ'l.JC A1 IONS AR}; NOW being taken for
pmmom at the 01rl Seoul Summer ('amp m the
Jeme1 Mouutuim. Needed are: nunc, mhng ~taff.
t:mw~-oe!Or'i, handyman, nnd kll~hen a1des. Call 243-l};'i$1 for more Information.
S/11

ASt,:NM StrMMF.R -EYt;NTS

c~pted

a permanent appointment in

the dcpartm~nt.

The Fulbright award to Harris is
one of mur e than 500 grants for
university teaching and advanced
research in more than I 00 countries
fm 1981-82.. Recipients arc selected
b~ a board whose members are
appointed by the United States
1'1 esident.
Now in its 35th year, the
Fulbright program was established
to increase mutual understanding
between Americans and people of
other nations.

Libraries Decrease Hours
Zimmerman, Parish, the Fine
Arts and the Tireman Learning
Center libraries will be
decreasing
their summer
operating hours, June 8 to July
31.
Zimmerman, Parish and Fine
Arts will be open 8 a.m. to I 0
p.m. Monday through Thursday
and 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Friday.
Weekend hours will be Saturday
9 a.m. to 6 p.m. and Sunday 10
a.m. to 10 p.m.
TirenHU\ will he open 8 a.m.
1n 6 p.m. r-.1onday, Tuesday,
rhuNiay und Friday, Wed·

nesday the center will be open 8
a.m. to 9 p.m. and Saturday 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. They will be
dosed on Sunday.
The libraries will be open
during the intersession, May 18
to June 7 and Aug. I to Aug. 23,
Monday to Friday 8 a.m. to 6
p.m. They will be 1'pen Saturday
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and closed on
Sunday.
All libraries will be open May
!6. 9 a.m. tn 6 p.m. and closed
May 29 for Memorial Day and
July 3 l<~r !ndepemlen~e Day.

Mmr~

L

Mervi~

1 he c>~ort wrviee wili remain a
top campus polk.: .prinrity even
1hough the department face' a
sizable cut in its 'ummc'r workstudy sub~idy, uniwrsil ~· i;m enforcement officm' ~oaiu.
The goal of the pmgran •• which
was started in 1975, b the Si:l'e and
~ecure travel across campu• for
persons who remain after <lark,
Oftlcer Sandra K. Cox, >aid.
"1 don't see that the cut bad· \'ill
affect the escort service be.:;m•;•, t>c
have a first priority on ti<<N'
hours," she said.
The Office of Student Finand;il
Aid, which administers the wnrkstudy program, has sliced the
department's federal subsidy by
23.1 percent of last year'' appropnation for June, July and
August.
Other university departments will
receive cuts of up to 60 percent of
last summer's subsidy as work-

study funds approach neardepletion, DorothY M. Chartier, a
financial aid officer, said hHc last
month.
Last summer's work-study
allocation for police and parking
services was 520 hours a pay period
(every two weeks). Chartier said
during two consecutive pay periods
she monitored last summer, she
found the department had used
approximately 427 hours each pay
period.
Thb summer the office has
restricted the department to a
maximum of 400 work-.study hours
of student employment each pay
period. The department will employ
10 to 15 students .
"They have, at this point, not
taken the cuts that many areas have
because it's an essential service,"
Chartier said.
lmpcctor Robert T. Raymond
outlined many of the duties of a
work-study employee in his
department.

Student police occurity aides arc
assigned to patrol area> such as the
Fine Art;; Center, the second-floor
Fine Arts Library, the Zimmerman
Library, the women's locker mom
of Jolmsrm (iymnasium, the new
art huildinr.. the mechanical
engineering building, the cnmput~·r
room of Farris Engineering Center,
the Parish Memnrial Library, the
I aw Library and the Maxwell
Museum on weekend>.
Other assigned duties include
work a~ a radio dbpatcher, driver
of the north campus/main campus
shuttle bu~ and escort service
assignments.
"We kind of float them around if
particular buildings are closed," he
said. In those cases, students may
be reassigned to areas already
covered to provide additional
security.
Raymond said there are usually
at least two security aides on duty
during evening hours after sun·
continued on page 7

Graduation Schedules Announced
The 89th Annual Commencement Ceremony, plus six
separate
convocations,
two
commissioning ceremonies and
numerous receptions will highlight
UNM grad·1ation activities May 1022.
The schedule includes:
Sunday, May 10
Gallup Branch nursing convocation with Dr. Carmen
Westwick, dean of the UNM
College of Nursing, as the f~atured
speaker at 6 p.m. in the Physical
Education Building, Oallup.
Thursday, May 14
Gallup Brandl .:onvocution and
reception for a"'odatc degree
C<mdidatc' and their guests. The
kalmcd sPt•akcr will bt• Oov,

Woodward Hall, Humanities
Building.
Covocation for the Robert 0.
Anderson Schools of Management
degree candidates with a reception
Friday, May 15
immediately following, I :30 p.m.
College of Nursing pinning to 3:30p.m. in Popejoy Hall. Gocst
ceremony and reception, I p.m., speaker is William G. Grady,
Heights Cumberland Presbyterian president, Albuquerque National
Church, 8600 Academy N.E.
Bank.
Open house with tours and
Four additional events scheduled
demonstrations at the UNM include an open house from 3 p.m.
Computing Center, 2701 Campus to 5 p.m. at the home of President
Blvd. N.E. from l p.m. to 5 p.m.
and Mn;. William E. "Bud" Davis,
1901 Roma N.E., for all degree
candidates
and their families;
Saturday, May 16
health
convocation
for graduates of
Covocation and reception for
College of Engineering degree the School of Medicine, College of
Nursing, College of Pharmacy and
eandidates and thdr guest>. Dr.
Allied
Health Progmms, 7:30p.m.,
:V1organ Sparb, president of
l'•lJ'Cill\
r!.tll, \\ith George
Sandia Na1imml Laboratories, "'ill
continued on page 8
he the guc'l 'rcukcr at I :30 p.m. ill

Robert E. Lewis, Zuni Pueblo,
Physical Education Building, 7
p.m.

